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Remarks 

Southern Auckland has long been stigmatised as the poor sibling in the Auckland family. With high social deprevation rates it is 

very easy to stigmatise rather than actually help the ‘South’ lifting its fortunes up. However, this all changed when the first mayor of 

the Super City – Len Brown (2010-2016) embarked on a bold vision with the Auckland Plan that would act as a road map in taking 

Auckland forward. One of the two big initiatives was The Southern Initiative, a multi-disciplinary focus across all sectors to invest 

and lift the fortunes of the South.  

Over the last six years the fortunes of the South have indeed lifted but there is still a lot of work ahead. However, while fortunes are 

being lifted the South has not escaped the huge growth pressures Auckland is facing and will be facing for at least a decade to 

come. These growth pressures have become more intense since the Unitary Plan went operative (in part) late 2016 opening up 

more areas for development in the South than previously envisaged. Consequently along with continued restrictions on the Isthmus 

urban growth in the South has been phenomenal but threatens the existing population’s wellbeing as infrastructure struggles to 

cope.  

The Southern Auckland Development and Its Pressures Omnibus is the second omnibus produced after the Transform Manukau 

Omnibus. Like the Transform Manukau Omnibus the Southern Auckland Development and Its Pressures Omnibus is a collection of 

blog posts and stories mapping out the South’s development journey.  

Version 1.0.1 marks the initial release of this Omnibus and will be updated as the journey continues.   
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About Me (Ben) as an Urban Geographer 
 

Ben through Talking Southern Auckland focuses on the urban geography issues of mainly Southern Auckland (Manukau, 
Manurewa-Papakura, and Franklin Wards) with occasional pieces from wider Auckland or overseas that might have consequences 
to the South. 

Join me as the Urban Geography story continues on that path of a #BetterAuckland 

Blog History as an Urban Geographer 

Urban geography is a branch of human geography concerned 
with various aspects of cities. An urban geographer’s main role is 
to emphasise location and space and study the spatial processes 
that create patterns observed in urban areas. 
Source: An Overview of Urban Geography – About.com 

As an Urban Geographer I have a keen interest (and passion) in 
how cities work and how we can build better cities from knowing 
how spatial patterns create those patterns observed in an urban 
area. My interest in Urban Geography would start from those Sim 
City 2000 days and continue through to today’s advance 
urban/transport simulator Cities Skylines (see: Ben’s Cities). 

  
Picture 1: https://www.slideshare.net/lwolberg/cities-11-urban-geography-111  

http://geography.about.com/od/urbaneconomicgeography/a/urbangeography.htm
https://benscities.wordpress.com/
https://www.slideshare.net/lwolberg/cities-11-urban-geography-111
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Talking Southern Auckland as a Urban Geographer Digital Record 

The blog itself started as VOAKL back in December 
2011 before and Talking Auckland in 2013. 

Talking Southern Auckland is my digital story covering 
Urban Geography as well as other topics here in the 
South as well as wider Auckland. 

One of my major Urban Geography (and Planning) 
engagements was with the Unitary Plan that is now 
operative in part. I was engaged with stakeholders, 
residents and other like-minded groups and individuals 
from across the city in assisting them with Unitary Plan 
information, questions and submissions. Through 
Talking Auckland I also ran extensive balanced 
commentary from day one on the Unitary Plan. This 
commentary has gone noticed and picked up mentions 

ranging from then Deputy Mayor Penny Hulse (and current Deputy Mayor Bill Cashmore) to Russell Brown at Public Address, to 
youth organisation Generation Zero. 

With the Unitary Plan operative (in part) and Area Plans soon to be formed, Talking Auckland shifted their main focus to a project 
close to mys heart – Transform Manukau. Transform Manukau is a large (600ha) urban regeneration project led by Auckland 
Council’s property and development arm Panuku Development Auckland. The story of Transform Manukau can be watched 
through the Transform Manukau Omnibus series here on Talking Auckland.  

  

Picture 2: The GHD Aerotropolis exercise 

https://voakl.net/2016/11/14/the-transformmanukau-omnibus/
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Southern Auckland is my and Talking Auckland’s home. Despite often the negative stereotypes again Southern it is a region we all 
love both physically and for its social and cultural diversity as well (South Auckland – The Rising Jewel in Auckland’s Crown). 

The Transform Manukau Omnibus is the collection of Ben’s posts from Talking Southern Auckland on the Transform Manukau 
series translated here to this all-in-one record.  

Note: I do not work for nor am contracted to Auckland Council or its Council Control Organisations such as Auckland Transport or 

Panuku Development Auckland.  

Ben is available for work and/or research projects preferably in the Urban Geography discipline. For full profile and 
portfolio see my LinkedIn profile: 

 

So join me in the conversation on Southern Auckland  

 

https://voakl.net/2013/09/29/south-auckland-the-rising-jewel-in-aucklands-crown/
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/ben-ross/51/268/ab4
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/speaking-at-council.jpg
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South Auckland – The Rising Jewel in Auckland’s Crown 
Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Wave of Positive News for an Area that often gets downtrodden on by other parts of the City 

  

I picked up this real nugget of a gem this evening on South Auckland from the NZ Herald. Yes it did make me smile too. 

From the Herald on Sunday 

Reinventing South Auckland 

By Joanna Mathers; 11:49 AM Sunday Sep 29, 2013 

Long seen as poor and crime-ridden, South Auckland is reinventing itself as a vibrant business centre. To the alarm of 
some in Central Auckland, Manukau is even being spoken of as a second CBD. Joanna Mathers takes a look around 

  
At 9.40am on Thursday, a masked man holding a sawn-off shotgun walked into the Manurewa branch of pawn broker and second-
hand trader Dollar Dealers. He fired at a display cabinet, shattering the glass, then removed a few items before running outside 
where an accomplice was waiting at the wheel of a stolen silver Nissan. 

  

The car sped from the scene and was dumped a few streets away. The pair fled on foot. [Note from Admin; err didn’t hear a story of 
this recently crop up so not quite sure there] 

  

https://voakl.net/2013/09/29/south-auckland-the-rising-jewel-in-aucklands-crown/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Auckland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_Zealand_Herald
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11131749
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auckland_City
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manukau
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It sounds a familiar story of South Auckland, which is often seen as the city’s badlands. Frequent reports of baby-bashing, drug 
busts and violent crime have given parts of the former Manukau City an unenviable reputation for poverty and deprivation.  

But there are cheering signs that times are changing. Soaring Auckland property prices have made the area popular with first-home 
buyers and people keen to escape the isthmus; office space is keenly sought after; chic cafes are sprouting among the sandwich 
bars and Asian restaurants; the arts scene is booming.  

One contestant for the mayoralty in next month’s local body election is touting Manukau as Auckland’s second CBD. And, without 
wishing to put the mockers on next weekend’s defence, the local rugby team has successfully defended the Ranfurly Shield, which 
has proved rather difficult this season. 

The old South Auckland stereotypes are looking more threadbare with every passing week. 
… 

You can read the rest over at the Herald site which goes into the points above in more detail. 

  

The article though coupled with the one I commented on earlier this weekend (“Papakura – The Place to Be – For First 
Home Buyers“) shows that South Auckland IS reinventing itself and is fast becoming the jewel in Auckland’s Crown. 

It is honestly great to see positive stories out of an area that not only houses 38% of Auckland’s population (and growing) 
but was also treated as the poor shunned cousin to the rest of Auckland.  

Yes Manukau and South Auckland is my home as I reside in Papakura (and was brought up in the South for most of life). So of 

course I am going to be protective and want the absolute best for the area  

In saying that I have been saying for a while now (since 2010 when I wrote my submission to the Auckland Plan on Manukau) that: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ranfurly_Shield
https://voakl.net/2013/09/28/papakura-the-place-to-be-for-first-home-buyers/
https://voakl.net/2013/09/28/papakura-the-place-to-be-for-first-home-buyers/
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Further commentary on Manukau in Talking Auckland can also be found by keeping tabs on this 
link: https://voakl.net/category/planning/urban-planning-and-design/manukau/00 

Looking at that Herald piece both Manukau is open for Business and South Auckland is just screaming “A warm welcome to your 
new home.” 

South Auckland does have its rough edges but all cities do. The main point is that the South is striving its best with what it has got 
(not often a lot AND we get treated like a political football most days on the way out) and the place is reinventing itself – I see it also 
with my own eyes! 

  

So South Auckland while it has its rough edges is the rising and often hidden jewel in Auckland’s Crown. And why shouldn’t it be. 

Taking the entry line from the Herald article “Long seen as poor and crime-ridden, South Auckland is reinventing itself as a vibrant 
business centre. To the alarm of some in Central Auckland, Manukau is even being spoken of as a second CBD. Joanna 
Mathers takes a look around” 

  

Already heard that alarm and criticism when it was announced that Te Papa North was coming to Manukau and not Wynyard 
Quarter. You should have heard some of the attacks which were nothing less than elitist attacks against the South. I have noted 
that Metro Magazine have released a good Editorial on why Te Papa North should be located in Manukau. I shall get myself a copy 
and take a look at it. 

I also warned the Isthmus they risk bottling themselves with the amount of NIMBY controls they were trying to include into the 
Unitary Plan. These controls were designed to “protect THEIR way of living.” 

Well that could come back and hurt the Isthmus rather badly as I noted here: 

https://voakl.net/category/planning/urban-planning-and-design/manukau/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wynyard_Quarter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wynyard_Quarter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NIMBY
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I warned the Isthmus that it would be bottling itself with all the NIMBY controls put into place in the Unitary Plan for that particular 
area of Auckland. That warning was served here:https://voakl.net/2013/09/03/a-new-battle-plan/ 

It now seems that warning is coming true as population, economic and investment drivers begin focusing more intensely to the 
South of the City as mentioned in the “Reinventing South Auckland” 
article: http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11131749 

Investment will always flow where the controls are more liberal, the market more free, and people are able to exercise 
choice and logic in a freer manner. I can believe South Auckland is the rising Jewel in Auckland’s Crown 

  

As I noted above and as was in the Herald as well, people and investment (business) are “fleeing” the Isthmus and heading to the 
more relaxed South. Why wouldn’t you if you can get a better return (socially, economically and monetary) in an area that is more 
attractive to your investment. Rebekka and I invested here and we have our first home which we live in here in Papakura. Most of 
our business is conducted locally if not Manukau. It is home and becoming home to a lot more people and businesses.  

Of course this will bring pressure as any sustained large-scale growth and investment pattern will bring. This means Government 
and Council will need to be keeping up very quickly with social, civic and physical infrastructure provisions. Get these wrong and 
South Auckland will be hamstrung rather quickly and badly.  

In the end though and as a concluding remark, despite the growth along most fronts happening in the South this is still 
The Long Game/War. Change won’t be noticed overnight but will happen (like the Mainland Cheese analogy). 

  

https://voakl.net/2013/09/03/a-new-battle-plan/
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11131749
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New West Sydney Aerotropolis Gives Rare Opportunity to 
Design New City 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

What would you include in the 30 minute city? 

  

It is not every day you get the opportunity (or rather challenge) to design a new city from scratch. While Auckland is approaching 
this stage with Southern Auckland (another blog post will cover this) over in Sydney, the New South Wales State Government has 
presented the opportunity with the planned construction of Badgerys Creek Airport out in Sydney’s west. The idea with Badgerys 
Creek Airport is to give Sydney a second large international airport that is not constrained by night curfew rules the current 
congested Sydney International Airport has out at Botany Bay. 

The eventual construction of this new airport out in Sydney’s west means the development of supporting industry which will 
have residential and commercial following that soon after. The result? A new city that will need to be connected to Sydney City 
Centre, Parermatta CBD, and Penrith (the closest major sub-regional centre to Badgerys Creek Airport).  

International consultants GHD had set about a challenge on how you would design this new future city out at Badgerys Creek 
(while connecting it back to existing Greater Sydney). 

https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
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View image on Twitter 
 
 

 Follow  

GHD @GHDspeaks 
What goes where? Join us at #WesternSydney #aero2017 Summit and make your mark on this giant 
map. #BadgerysCreek http://www.ghd.com/pdf/Aerotropolis_map.pdf … 
12:24 PM - 22 Feb 2017 

  

https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks/status/834182158998573057/photo/1
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://twitter.com/hashtag/WesternSydney?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/aero2017?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BadgerysCreek?src=hash
https://t.co/zGoTpV77Fm
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks/status/834182158998573057
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks/status/834182158998573057/photo/1
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Even though I do not reside in Sydney I though what the heck and decided to give it a go anyway: 

 

 Follow  

GHD @GHDspeaks 
Go for it! https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/834183202008752128 … 
12:29 PM - 22 Feb 2017 

  

First things first as with Cities Skylines is get down your primary transport spines that your urban development spawns off: 

 

 Follow  

GHD @GHDspeaks 
Great idea Ben - connecting the airport and existing lines and allowing for further 
expansion. https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/834238858858418176 … 
4:28 PM - 22 Feb 2017 

 

  

https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://t.co/rO3qNRXwxE
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks/status/834183361560141825
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks
https://t.co/q0IcY4KYab
https://twitter.com/GHDspeaks/status/834243395300134913
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Picture 3: Badgerys Creek Airport Transport spines. Click for full resolution. Solid Line = Heavy Rail (passenger and/or freight) Dashed Line = Highway or motorway 

  

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/006.jpg
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Initially using heavy rail and highways I connected Badgerys Creek Airport up to 
existing Centres (and their transport lines) Liverpool, Penrith and Parramatta (a 
second CBD in Sydney). I also ‘built’ a highway and rail spur to the south-west 
where I would establish heavy industry (and a water treatment plant) as 
industry decamps from the east and goes west (sound familiar with Auckland 
and Onehunga). Finally I drew in two sets of planned extensions for both road 
and rail going north and south that would eventually connect up with existing 
inter-regional transport links.  

Once the transport spines were built-in deciding where to place the urban stuff 
and its supporting infrastructure was next up. THAT was a challenge just as 
(and again) it is in Cities Skylines if you do not want your new city to fall over. 

  

  

  

Picture 4: My new Badgerys Creek Airport City 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/012.jpg
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Also 

 
Picture 5: Badgerys Creek Airport annotated. You can click the pictures for full resolution. 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/015.jpg
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The airport is the nexus or focus to which all other urban development spawns off from there (rather than say a City Centre). With 
that in mind and the transport lines laid down I began as I would with Cities Skylines by placing down where industry would go. 
Light industry clusters around an airport (logistics) so that was easy to place that down. Heavy industry (along with water and power 
infrastructure) went in next following the south-west spur keeping it away from the commercial core to the east of the Airport. 
Remember the industry is linked to the rail system so passengers and freight can use it to avoid the roads. 

Transport interchanges were next to go in with three placed in the area with one at Badgerys Creek Airport and the other two 
allowing connections between the new rail line and the existing lines at Liverpool and Penrith East. High density residential, 
commercial and office space were zoned in creating Transit Orientated Development clusters around these transport interchanges. 
Medium density developments were placed surrounding the high density clusters with low density residential placed further out 
from there or in areas believed unable to support higher density development due to either environmental or transport pressures. 

With all that done I began placing cultural, specialist business and even an urban agriculture hub to the east. 

  

In the end what has been planned is hopefully a near self-sufficient city with the airport as the nexus point and both connected into 
Greater Sydney via road and especially rail. 

  

Closer to home Auckland is also presented the opportunity and challenge of a new city of sorts with Southern Auckland looking at 
taking the bulk of residential and employment growth for at least the next ten years (West Auckland also a contender as well). 
Although with Southern Auckland there is some retrofitting through urban regeneration especially with its core (the Transform 
Manukau area). Remember like Badgerys Creek we are trying to create a 30 minute city. That is most employment and recreational 
needs are within 30 minutes of a home. 
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Picture 6: Public transport Manukau. Source: MRCagney http://maps.mrcagney.webfactional.com/map/M-RK6W2F6pqVQMC  

http://maps.mrcagney.webfactional.com/map/M-RK6W2F6pqVQMC
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/public-transport-manukau.jpg
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Picture 7: Manukau South Link catchment close up by Saeid Adli. Link: https://twitter.com/SaeidAdli/status/658893255061323776  

https://twitter.com/SaeidAdli/status/658893255061323776
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/manukau-south-link-catchment-close-up-by-saeid-adli.jpg
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30 minutes from Auckland City Centre brings you to Manukau City Centre on the rail network but no further south. 30 minutes from 
Manukau City Centre by road or rail (if the Manukau South Rail Link is built and operational) brings you to Pukekohe (so capturing 
the entire Southern Future Urban Zone). 
 

 
Picture 8: Southern Rural Urban Boundary with Future urban zones in yellow 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/southern-rub-in-notified-up.png
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Auckland faces similar pressures to Sydney. Sydney is trying to relieve these pressures through Paramatta and Badgerys Creek. 
Auckland will or should be trying through Manukau and Franklin (as well as out west when their rapid transit system is fully on 
stream). Consequently this will need some different approaches to our planning to handle this. 
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Urban Geography: Western Sydney to Get New City. 
Will/Does Auckland get a New City too? 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Lessons in Sydney can teach Auckland 

  

Urban Geography 

Urban geography is a branch of human geography concerned with 
various aspects of cities. An urban geographer’s main role is to emphasise 
location and space and study the spatial processes that create patterns 
observed in urban areas. 

Source: An Overview of Urban Geography – About.com 

As Sydney tries to grapple with its population and urban growth their 
leaders and communities are beginning the serious motions of creating a 
new ‘city’ built around the proposed Badgerys Creek International Airport. 
Creating a new city (New West Sydney Aerotropolis Gives Rare 
Opportunity to Design New City) is a rare opportunity indeed and even 
more rare when the extra challenge of connecting it back into an existing 

Picture 9: https://www.slideshare.net/lwolberg/cities-11-urban-geography-111  

https://voakl.net/2017/02/24/urban-geography-western-sydney-to-get-new-city-willdoes-auckland-get-a-new-city-too/
https://voakl.net/2017/02/24/urban-geography-western-sydney-to-get-new-city-willdoes-auckland-get-a-new-city-too/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
http://geography.about.com/od/urbaneconomicgeography/a/urbangeography.htm
https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/urban-geography.jpg
https://www.slideshare.net/lwolberg/cities-11-urban-geography-111
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city is required. 

The lessons from what is a live experiment in Urban Geography (and the sub discipline of Geography I specialise in) should be 
taken note of back here in Auckland as we as a region are about to embark on a similar exercise. Okay Auckland is not building a 
new international airport but the growth pattern projections set out by the Unitary Plan mean a particular sub-region (Southern 
Auckland) will go from housing 38% of Auckland’s population to 45% by 2042 (the end of the Auckland Plan). Couple this 
population growth with business growth (mainly industry) and our conventional thinking based around the City Centre and inner 
suburbs does not quite work. 

  

I have mentioned before Auckland alone does not have the resources to invest in its growth in a scatter gun manner with our levels 
of infrastructure inconsistent across the City. It means some sub-regions are pretty much set up ready to go with their infrastructure 
while others need a lot of work before they should accept large amounts of new urban development. Examples would be the 
Isthmus not ready until the Central Interceptor is built while the North West (Westgate) is not ready until SH16 is upgraded to 
Kumeu and the bus way is actually built. In contrast Southern Auckland is pretty much set to go although it too needs the Southern 
Interceptor replaced at a cost of $700m. Consequently it would be wise for Auckland to divide up its growth and allocate it out to the 
sub-regions best suited for that growth now until the other areas catch up in investment (How to Handle Auckland’s Growth: Do 
We Divide Up or Go All In?). 

All this said even if we divided the growth up and allocated it to the sub-regions on a rotating basis one geographic factor remains – 
the bottleneck at Otahuhu caused by the Isthmus being at its narrowest point. Otahuhu is a bottleneck as there is only a single 
motorway and single set of rail lines that connect the Isthmus (and Northland) back to the South and the rest of the North Island. 
Yes we have State Highway 20 crossing the Manukau Harbour to the west but that only acts a bottleneck itself meaning Auckland 
realistically only has two motorways and a rail line to shift people and goods around the place. The question fast becomes if the 
South is to increase its population loading from 38% to 45% of Auckland’s total population while the City Centre on the Isthmus 
continues to expand can our transport bottlenecks take the increased strain from those extra commuters. 

The answer is even with the Third Main and the City Rail Link the bottleneck at Otahuhu and Mangere Bridge would not be able to 
take the increased strain from movement between the Isthmus and the South. 

https://voakl.net/2017/01/25/how-to-handle-aucklands-growth-do-we-divide-up-or-go-all-in/
https://voakl.net/2017/01/25/how-to-handle-aucklands-growth-do-we-divide-up-or-go-all-in/
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Picture 10: Otahuhu rail bottleneck with the Southern and Manukau Lines running through alongside the main freight line 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/otahuhu-rail-bottleneck.jpg
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Back to Sydney. Sydney although not constrained by an isthmus as Auckland is does face a similar situation in terms of transport 
bottlenecks. Like Auckland, Sydney’s City Centre and inner suburbs are booming. However, and also like Auckland, Sydney’s West 
(so Auckland’s South) are also taking up a large proportion of both population and industrial growth (as industry decamps from the 
east and goes west). For the third similarity between Sydney and Auckland, Sydney’s west is link to Sydney’s City Centre by 
Paramatta Road (soon to be the West Connex motorway) and two heavy rail lines with one coming in from Penrith and Paramatta 
and the other from Liverpool (south west of Paramatta). Three transport links between west and east moving an increasing 
commuter load in Sydney just as State Highways 1 and 20 and the rail line move the increasing load from Auckland’s South to 
Auckland central.  

Sydney and New South Wales knows despite the West Connex Motorway, Light Rail to Epping and Parramatta, and improvements 
to the heavy rail network it can not afford to move all those people in Sydney’s west to work in Sydney’s east without the entire 
transport system keeling over. Auckland also knows (but fails to acknowledge) that despite improvements to State Highways 1 and 
20, and the rail network (whether it be the Third Main or the City Rail Link) trying to move all those people from the South to work 
on the Isthmus will result in the transport system keeling over like Sydney’s would. 

  

So what to do? 

Sydney’s answer is two prong given its share size. The New South Wales is trying (as the first prong) to get Parramatta up to full 
power so it can function as Sydney’s second City Centre so that those in Sydney’s west do not need to commute further east thus 
relieving pressure on their transport network. As the second prong to try to keep Sydney’s west commuting within itself (much as 
Southern Auckland does) the NSW State Government is building Badgerys Creek Airport with subsequent large-scale residential, 
commercial and industrial development around it. By large-scale I mean enough independent development to spawn a new city not 
extend a current one. The Badgerys Creek Airport Aerotropolis can be read up on here: New West Sydney Aerotropolis Gives Rare 
Opportunity to Design New City. 

I am closely watching the Badgerys Creek Airport development as it can give valuable lessons to Auckland on how to handle our 
skewered population and business growth. As I said before the South is taking the bulk of new residential and industrial growth. At 
the same time the main City Centre is fast expanding and as a consequence it means increasing commuter pressure on the 
Otahuhu and Mangere Bridge transport bottlenecks previous mentions. 

https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
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From Stuff: 

Pattrick Smellie: Bill English struggles to offload a billion dollars 

PATTRICK SMELLIE. Last updated 05:00, February 23 2017 

The Auckland Council has gone back to its plans for major infrastructure in new housing areas, to get a clearer idea of 
how new housing will look.  

OPINION: If there’s one thing Bill English loves to do, it’s to put the slipper into local bodies about urban planning. 

It’s a habit he developed as finance minister, where his exposure to the grindingly slow and too often restrictive processes of urban 
planners became his bete noire and go-to excuse for the Auckland house price explosion and supply shortfall. 

Planners, he has often said in the last few years, are one of the principal causes of household poverty because their restrictions on 
where housing could be built and rules that added to their cost had helped drive property developers out of affordable housing and 
into building only for the wealthy. 

The evidence from post-quakes Christchurch is that New Zealand is capable of building a great deal of affordable housing very 
quickly in a crisis. 

“The real challenge is whether councils actually do have projects waiting for infrastructure funding,” Prime Minister Bill English says. 

As a result, Christchurch house prices are static compared with Auckland’s. 

In Auckland, the supply shortage has been self-induced, welcomed by existing property owners for the “wealth effect” of higher 
house prices, and has proven achingly slow to deal with. 
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While new supply is now starting to emerge, Auckland still needs a lot more houses. 

With a lot more houses comes the need for a lot more infrastructure, which is where an interesting subterranean spat has been 
playing out between central and local government over recent months. 

Back in July last year, the Government reacted to the calls from fast-growing cities – mainly Auckland, but Tauranga, Hamilton, 
Queenstown and Christchurch as well – for assistance to pay for the roads, sewers and water services that underpin any new 
housing development. 

This was “only for substantial new infrastructure investments that support more new housing”, not plans already on the books. 

Fast-forward to the first of this month and a little-noticed Government statement suggesting a rather feeble appetite for all this free 
money. 

It encouraged councils “to be more ambitious in their final proposals”, saying that “only a small  number of the 17 proposals 
received … would result in projects being advanced earlier than previously planned”. 

……. 

Source: http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/opinion-analysis/89687045/pattrick-smellie-bill-english-struggles-to-offload-a-billion-dollars 

  

Politics of this aside what Prime Minister Bill English is doing (the slipper and urban planning) has very serious consequences to 
Auckland and its infrastructure. 

The Southern Future Urban Zone is the largest in Auckland with enough yield for 55,000 homes (at low and medium density levels) 
and a new heavy industrial complex (Drury South). The 55,000 new homes means (on a 1:3 ratio) means 165,000 new residents 
on top of Transform Manukau’s 25,000 new residents. Combine this with redevelopments in the Mixed Housing Urban Zones (try 

http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/opinion-analysis/89687045/pattrick-smellie-bill-english-struggles-to-offload-a-billion-dollars
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two houses on two sections of land 
becoming eleven) and continued 
expansion of the City Centre further 
north and we have a problem. That 
problem being trying to get those 
residents to work on the Isthmus 
through that transport bottleneck. What 
makes the problem compounding is 
that I have reliable word that 
developers and businesses are looking 
at Southern Auckland as first choice for 
new homes and businesses. While we 
will get some in Manukau and existing 
areas it ultimately means all the 
Southern Future Urban Zone being 
opened up within a decade not thirty 
years (no matter what Council thinks). 

Development at warp speed! 

   

How can we handle this growth in the South without the transport network keeling over at Otahuhu? 

We need to follow Sydney’s West and develop a new de-facto city, a city that encourages people to live and work within the 
Southern Auckland sub-region and knock off the “requirement” to work further north. Like Parramatta acting as the City Centre for 
Sydney’s West, Manukau City Centre acts (although informally for Auckland’s case) as the South’s City Centre or rather core. So 
we have a core for the South in place and under urban regeneration, what is needed next is a very comprehensive plan on 

Picture 11: Southern Rural Urban Boundary with Future urban zones in yellow 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/southern-rub-in-notified-up.png
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managing Southern Auckland’s growth and development. You could do a ‘Southern Auckland Plan’ – within the MK2 ‘Auckland 
Plan.’ 

  

In doing this Southern Auckland Plan we need to look at this hypothesis: 

As Auckland continues to evolve most of the urban growth in terms of population, commercial and (especially) industrial 
employment will (outside of the City Centre) occur south of Otahuhu and the Tamaki Estuary (and into the Northern Waikato). The 
Southdown-Onehunga industrial complex is decamping from the Isthmus to the ‘South’ as land-use pressures from residential and 
commercial demand encroaches into the complex. The South also has the most residential, commercial and industrial zoned 
(Brownfield and Greenfield) land available as a consequence of the Unitary Plan. Auckland is also geographically land constrained 
by a narrow isthmus (at Otahuhu) causing transport bottlenecks at Otahuhu and Mangere Bridge. As a consequence of the above 
will: 

1. The Centre of economic and residential population Gravity drift from the City Centre and Isthmus south into Southern Auckland[1] and the 
Northern Waikato[2]? 

2. If so are our planning mechanisms set up for the drift? Whether if so or not how can we reinforce our planning mechanisms to handle the 
Centre of Gravity drift south? 

[1] Southern Auckland is defined as the following Auckland Council Ward areas: Manukau, Howick, Manurewa-Papakura, and 
Franklin 

[2] Northern Waikato is defined as: East West along State Highway 20 from Kaimai Ranges to Hamilton City, and out west to Port 
Waikato 

  

It might be time to get the map, pencil and stickers out and engage in a GHD Aerotropolis exercise! 

https://voakl.net/2017/02/24/urban-geography-western-sydney-to-get-new-city-willdoes-auckland-get-a-new-city-too/#_ftn1
https://voakl.net/2017/02/24/urban-geography-western-sydney-to-get-new-city-willdoes-auckland-get-a-new-city-too/#_ftn2
https://voakl.net/2017/02/24/urban-geography-western-sydney-to-get-new-city-willdoes-auckland-get-a-new-city-too/#_ftnref1
https://voakl.net/2017/02/24/urban-geography-western-sydney-to-get-new-city-willdoes-auckland-get-a-new-city-too/#_ftnref2
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Picture 12: The GHD Aerotropolis exercise 

 If we are to get the growth right in Auckland without our transport system keeling over all eyes should be set to Sydney 
and how they engage with Parramatta, and Badgery Creek Airport. 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/001.jpg
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200,000 New Residents. Where to House Them and 
Employment in South Auckland? 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Building a new city? 

  

 

 Follow  

Talking Auckland @TalkingAuckland 

Where to house them all 
Where will they work 
Where is the recreation 
How will they move about#urbangeographyhttps://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/836400222204899328 … 
3:21 PM - 28 Feb 2017 

 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/01/200000-new-residents-where-to-house-them-and-employment-in-south-auckland/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/01/200000-new-residents-where-to-house-them-and-employment-in-south-auckland/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
https://twitter.com/TalkingAuckland
https://twitter.com/TalkingAuckland
https://twitter.com/TalkingAuckland
https://twitter.com/hashtag/urbangeography?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/urbangeography?src=hash
https://twitter.com/TalkingAuckland/status/836400960557613056
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 Follow  

Ben Ross @BenRoss_AKL 

60,000 homes, new businesses and industry, 200,000 new residents. Where to put them all in South Auckland#urbangeography 
3:18 PM - 28 Feb 2017 

  

Four very important questions that will need answers soon rather than later. This especially as 60,000 homes only covers the 
Southern Auckland Future Urban Zone and existing Greenfield developments such as the final stages of Addison, McLennan Park 
and the first stages of Transform Manukau. The 60,000 does not include Brownfield developments that can occur in the existing 
Mixed Housing Urban Zone areas like where I live. 

https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/hashtag/urbangeography?src=hash
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/836400222204899328
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/836400222204899328/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/836400222204899328/photo/1
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In any case where to put 60,000 new homes to house 200,000 people (25,000 of them in Manukau) as well as transport links and 
employment centres will be no easy task. Connecting all that back into the existing fabric of Auckland is not an easy task either if 
we are to avoid two segregated parts of Auckland. Fortunately we are not the only ones going through this development with 
Western Sydney going through the same thing (at a larger scale) as Auckland (New West Sydney Aerotropolis Gives Rare 
Opportunity to Design New City). Sure we are not building a new airport as Sydney is but Auckland and Sydney are trying to build 
effectively two de-facto new cities and connect them back to the respective existing urban areas (Urban Geography: Western 
Sydney to Get New City. Will/Does Auckland get a New City too?). 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.net/2017/02/24/urban-geography-western-sydney-to-get-new-city-willdoes-auckland-get-a-new-city-too/
https://voakl.net/2017/02/24/urban-geography-western-sydney-to-get-new-city-willdoes-auckland-get-a-new-city-too/
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Picture 13: Badgerys Creek Airport annotated 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/015.jpg
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The question again is how do we cater for 60,000 new homes, 200,000 new residents, new employment centres (including heavy 
industry) while moving those people and goods around efficiently? 

With the Southern Future Urban Zone to be opened up faster than Council anticipates enters Urban geography. Urban Geography 
and Urban Geographers like myself will be looking at the three points above and asking: 

1. The spatial development of Auckland and Sydney then, now and into the future 

2. Variations between Auckland, Sydney and other international cities 

3. Variations with Auckland itself 

  

Bearing the above in mind I am going to repeat the exercise I did with the Western Sydney Aerotropolis map and map out potential 
different urban development types, transport routes (ignoring factoring the Auckland Transport Alignment Project, but ignoring 
the obsolete Transport Future Urban Growth program). Hopefully by Monday next week I should have my Southern Auckland map 
annotated with urban development and transport ‘flags’ with a methodology on how I came up with the final result. 

  

One overarching factor in this upcoming Urban Geography exercise? 

How we can not afford to send too many more people through the Otahuhu and Mangere Bridge transport bottleneck travelling to 
work in the north from the south and return back home again. 
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Picture 14: Otahuhu rail bottleneck with the Southern and Manukau Lines running through alongside the main freight line 

  

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/otahuhu-rail-bottleneck.jpg
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Auckland: The Donut City 
Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Development is happening like a donut 

  

No I am not talking about obesity although the consequences have a great impact on activity and obesity: 

5 Mar 

Ben Ross @BenRoss_AKL 

@nzsd @lukechristensen wait til you see how much Future Urban Zone is to be opened in the South over the next decade 

 

 Follow  

Stephen Davis @nzsd 

@BenRoss_AKL @lukechristensen we're going gangbusters on that doughnut city 
7:29 PM - 5 Mar 2017 

5 Mar 

Ben Ross @BenRoss_AKL 

@nzsd @lukechristensen developing the outlying Metros and ignoring the Isthmus? 

 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/06/auckland-the-donut-city/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/838246613655027712
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/lukechristensen
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/lukechristensen
https://twitter.com/nzsd/status/838275241994399745
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/838275477517164544
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/lukechristensen
https://twitter.com/nzsd
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 Follow  

Stephen Davis @nzsd 

@BenRoss_AKL @lukechristensen sort of, although it's not really outlying metros so much as just higher-density isolated suburbia 
7:31 PM - 5 Mar 2017 

 

5 Mar 

Ben Ross @BenRoss_AKL 

@nzsd @lukechristensen Westgate and Albany indeed 
Manukau and Papakura bit different 

 

 Follow  

Stephen Davis @nzsd 

@BenRoss_AKL @lukechristensen Manukau, definitely. Haven't stopped in Papakura for a few years now. 
7:36 PM - 5 Mar 2017 

5 Mar 

Stephen Davis @nzsd 

@BenRoss_AKL @lukechristensen Manukau, definitely. Haven't stopped in Papakura for a few years now. 

 

https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/lukechristensen
https://twitter.com/nzsd/status/838275838470569985
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL/status/838276379384782853
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/lukechristensen
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/lukechristensen
https://twitter.com/nzsd/status/838276897645592576
https://twitter.com/nzsd/status/838276897645592576
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/lukechristensen
https://twitter.com/nzsd
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 Follow  

Stephen Davis @nzsd 

@BenRoss_AKL @lukechristensen but it's been a long time since Manukau was "outlying", it's middle ring by now. 
7:36 PM - 5 Mar 2017 

 

It was more a reference to where new developments are going: 

  

 

Picture 15: ATAP pop vs jobs. Source: Auckland Transport Alignment 
Project 

 

Note where majority of the new residents are 
forecast to be and where the majority of new 
employment will be both from the City Centre. 

There is a major disconnect between new residents 
and new employment centres which means 
commuting and often commuting long distances to 
and from the City Centre. That major disconnect 

means the need for expensive infrastructure expansions (motorway or transit) to handle the increase commuting load, something I 
have made mention (and will present on tomorrow) here: UPDATED: Planning Committee March 7 Agenda + Presentation to 
Committee on Auckland’s Boom. 

https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/nzsd
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/lukechristensen
https://twitter.com/nzsd/status/838276976435589120
https://voakl.net/2017/03/03/planning-committee-march-7-agenda-presentation-to-committee-on-aucklands-boom/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/03/planning-committee-march-7-agenda-presentation-to-committee-on-aucklands-boom/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/atap-pop-vs-jobs.jpg
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Where am I going with this? 

A planning brought it up yesterday that the majority of new residential developments is happening out on the fringe. The fringe 
being: 

 Albany 

 Westgate/Hobsonville 

 Manukau 

 Flat Bush 

 Takanini 

 Drury 

 Pukekohe 

Meanwhile there is very little new residential developments (of scale) on the Auckland Isthmus. 

In employment we are seeing major growth in the City Centre and the City Centre fringe with little growth (at the moment) outside 
the fringe apart from the Airport complex. 

Result? 

Auckland is developing like a donut with a jam splodge in the middle (and a bit to the side). 
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Picture 16: The Auckland Development Donut 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/auckland-development-donut.jpg
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Key: 

 Grey circle that radiates out from the City Centre is the current higher density residential developments away from the Isthmus. They all fall with 
the 15-20km from City Centre indicator 

 Blue circle that radiates out from Manukau City Centre is the 30 minute boundary by one of the following: 

o Car (off-peak) 

o Transit 

o Proposed transit 

 It is near equal distance between the City Centre and either the Airport (via heavy rail) or Manukau City Centre, or Manukau City Centre and 
Paerata (home of the largest Special Housing Area – Wesley College) 

The Auckland Development Donut does bulge to the south until the Silverdale sites begin their developments sometime in the 
future. As for the industrial complexes at Drury, Takanini and Wiri while there is high industry demand most of that is being 
absorbed in East Tamaki or the Airport currently. However, within the next decade and especially as Onehunga decamps its 
industry those three industrial complexes will begin taking up the slack. 

  

In any case we have a perverse situation of residential developments occurring on the fringe with employment growth happening in 
the core of Auckland. As I said earlier that creates commuting pressures especially for those living in the South working on the 
Isthmus all trying to get through the Otahuhu-Mt Wellington bottleneck. However, with the South growing quickly in terms of 
residents (and will be growing even faster as housing supply comes through and prices level off) not only is at a question of where 
to house the residents but also one of where will they work (200,000 New Residents. Where to House Them and Employment in 
South Auckland?). 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/01/200000-new-residents-where-to-house-them-and-employment-in-south-auckland/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/01/200000-new-residents-where-to-house-them-and-employment-in-south-auckland/
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Picture 17: 6 car passenger train at Manukau Station 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/0071.jpg
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Picture 18: Otahuhu rail bottleneck with the Southern and Manukau Lines running through alongside the main freight line 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/otahuhu-rail-bottleneck.jpg
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The thirty minute arc stemming from Manukau City Centre (note: it is 
35 minutes from Britomart to Manukau (30 minutes post City Rail 
Link)) gives an indication of Manukau’s catchment. The Manukau 
catchment captures all of Southern Auckland, the Isthmus and out 
West to New Lynn. To supplement there is also the heavy industrial 
complexes both current and future (Takanini and Drury South) what 
generate (or will generate) employment options in the south. 

I have no doubt through time the Auckland Isthmus will intensify as 
land and economics allow. But at the moment Auckland seems to be 
developing like a donut with jam in the middle. 

  

  

Donut Obesity 

The donut development can also be a catalyst towards the obesity 
crisis if commuting by car is considered the norm. As fringe development is not often accessible by transit and for some reason 
pepper-potting small commercial centres (think dairies) seems to be evil in new developments (compared to it being normal in older 
developments) the tendency to go by car everywhere is a high risk. There is a reason why in Cities Skylines I run the transit system 
out to new developments straight away as well as pepper pot light commercial within that same new development. It means a 
tendency for the residents to catch transit to their place of employment while walking or cycling to the local stores for basic 
necessities. In other words beating the obesity issue through planning (one of the two sources of obesity). 

Being able to have major centres of employment in the southern half of the Manukau catchment (as well as Manukau City Centre 
itself) means residents would have the option of being 5-10km of their jobs (if not shorter) rather than over 20km. The catch is to 
plan it all out properly. 

Picture 19: Unitary Plan Mixed Housing Urban Zone update 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/unitary-plan-mixed-housing-urban-zone-update.jpg
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The Auckland Donut: A Presentation to the Council 
Planning Committee 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Point raised were points mentioned 

  

Yesterday I had presented to the Auckland Council Planning Committee on the Auckland boom placing pressure on Southern 
Auckland. 

You can listen in on the presentation and questions below: https://youtu.be/rhNtzto_dXM  

 
The Powerpoint presentation can be read here: https://www.scribd.com/document/340743007/Planning-Committee-March-7-
Presentation  
  

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
https://youtu.be/rhNtzto_dXM
https://www.scribd.com/document/340743007/Planning-Committee-March-7-Presentation
https://www.scribd.com/document/340743007/Planning-Committee-March-7-Presentation
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View image on Twitter 

 
 

 Follow  

Efeso Collins @efesocollins 
@BenRoss_AKL very informed and strong presentation this morning to the Planning committee. Way to go. 
9:47 AM - 7 Mar 2017 

  

 

 Follow  

Richard Hills @richardhills777 
Thanks @BenRoss_AKL for your presentation. Job growth in the South is important if we want to spread the congestion loads on 
our roads & PT. 
9:46 AM - 7 Mar 2017 

  

https://twitter.com/efesocollins/status/838853664357810176/photo/1
https://twitter.com/efesocollins
https://twitter.com/efesocollins
https://twitter.com/efesocollins
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/efesocollins/status/838853664357810176
https://twitter.com/richardhills777
https://twitter.com/richardhills777
https://twitter.com/richardhills777
https://twitter.com/BenRoss_AKL
https://twitter.com/richardhills777/status/838853272437829634
https://twitter.com/efesocollins/status/838853664357810176/photo/1
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The presentation was well received (and earned a few chuckles over in The Tower when I mentioned donuts) and would play a part 
in a substantive item that covered the Future Urban Land Supply Strategy. 

  

In brief from Council on that Future Urban Land Supply Strategy debate: 

Items 9 and 10: Auckland Plan refresh 

These items require further preparatory work and will be considered at the next meeting of the Planning Committee on the 28 
March 2017.  

Item 11: Future Urban Land Supply Strategy Refresh   

The committee approved making proposed changes to the existing Future Urban Land Supply Strategy for public consultation. 

Changes are proposed to the sequencing of greenfield land in areas zoned future urban for development over the next 30 years. 

This follows Unitary Plan decisions in August 2016 that increased the size of somefuture urban zones and included some rural 
settlement areas for future urban development.  Overall 15,000 hectares is now available for future urban development up from 
11,000 in 2015. 

Some areas are proposed to move forward and others put back because of infrastructure constraints. The total cost of providing 
bulk infrastructure to support future urban development is estimated at $19.7 billion over 30 years meaning not all areas can be 
funded at once. 

Future urban areas in the proposed strategy recommended to be brought forward in sequencing for future urban development are 
Warkworth North, Wainui East, Silverdale (business), Red Hills, Puhinui (business), Wesley (Paerata), Opaheke Drury, Drury 
South. 
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Areas recommended to be put back in terms of sequencing are Kumeu Huapai Riverhead, Whenuapai Stage 2, Drury West Stage 
2, Puhinui (business), Red Hills North, Warkworth North East and Takanini. 

Councillors Chris Darby, Daniel Newman, Dick Quax, Wayne Walker and Linda Cooper and Liane Ngamane from the Independent 
Māori Statutory Board have been appointed to a deliberations panel to consider the pubic engagement and feedback and make 
recommendations back to the Planning committee. 

More information is available in the committee agenda. Public consultation will take place from 29 March 2017 to 18 April 2017. 

—ends— 

  

I took notes on the debate as well and will 
post in length on the debate, and my (initial) 
disappointment at the Auckland Plan refresh 
being shunted back until the next Committee 
in a later post. 

None-the-less the Planning Committee took 
on board the need to better establish major 
employment centres on the fringes where 
the bulk of the residential development is 
going (Auckland: The Donut City). The 
question is how do we do this and this is 
where the Auckland Plan refresh would kick 
in. 

   

Picture 20: The Auckland Development Donut 

http://infocouncil.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Open/2017/03/PLA_20170307_AGN_6719_AT_WEB.htm
https://voakl.net/2017/03/06/auckland-the-donut-city/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/auckland-development-donut.jpg
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No matter (on the delay). The delay does give further time to complete thorough preparation along Urban Geography lines on what 
the path the Auckland Plan refresh could or should take. Given the nature of the material on growth pressures in the South, spatial 
variations in Auckland’s development, and the Future Urban Land Supply Strategy being altered extra preparation would be 
beneficial to assist the Auckland Plan and the Councillors making the decision.  

It will be a case of wait and see until the next Planning Committee at the end of the month. 
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Auckland Plan Refresh: Spatial Development Ideas for 
Southern Auckland 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Applying Urban Geography to Southern Auckland 

   

 

  

As the Auckland Plan goes for its refresh the question still remains in where to house 200,000 new residents and around 50,000 
new jobs in Southern Auckland (see: 200,000 New Residents. Where to House Them and Employment in South Auckland?). 
Before I go into the Urban Geography exercise with the South a couple of points on the Auckland Plan and its refresh: 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/09/auckland-plan-refresh-spatial-development-ideas-for-southern-auckland/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/09/auckland-plan-refresh-spatial-development-ideas-for-southern-auckland/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/01/200000-new-residents-where-to-house-them-and-employment-in-south-auckland/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/urban-geography.jpg
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First the problem: 

Why refresh the Auckland Plan 
9. The current Auckland Plan was adopted in 2012 and was an important and useful document for its time. Consistent with 
international best practice, there was a commitment to review 
the plan after six years in recognition of the large number of ‘unknowns’ at that very early period in the life of the new council, 
including the rate at which Auckland would grow. 
10. The plan set the growth model for Auckland. The Unitary Plan took its direction from this and enabled the model through its 
zoning. 
11. In the interim, the plan has provided direction in some significant areas. For example, it built the strategic case and the 
momentum for the construction of the City Rail Link. Inclusion of 
this in the plan was not simply about agreeing a project but about creating the framework for Auckland’s future transport strategy. 
12. While these are significant achievements, the plan has shortcomings which have become evident through implementation and 
which means it cannot provide the support for decision-making 
the legislation intends. 

Table 1: Problem definition of the current plan 

Problem 

  

Description 

Out of date data 

  

·  Based on 2006 data 

·  Does not reflect strategic work carried out 
since the plan was adopted 
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Integration/Development 

Strategy 

  

·  Development Strategy sits separately from 

other strategic directions 

Complex structure 

  

  

· Contains too many layers and components 

·  People find it hard to work with which 
affects implementation 

·  Limited integration between different 
components 

Mixed content 

  

·  Includes range of strategic and operational 

content 

·  Detailed content better addressed in other 
plans and processes 

No prioritisation 

  

·  Does not prioritise across the large number of 

strategic directions in the plan 

Hard copy document ·  Unable to update document to reflect 

significant changes 
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Targets 

  

·  Too many targets and many unmeasurable 

·  Unclear ownership of targets 

·  Difficult to track progress as a result 

  

The recommended update approach: 

 Option 4: Streamlined spatial (Recommended) (Attachment C: Recommended Option 
description) 

o Updates and adds new general facts and figures 

o Uses small number of organizing and inter-linked themes around Auckland’s key 
challenges 

o Sets high level objectives (spatial and non-spatial) in these theme areas with brief 
narrative 

o Focuses on Development Strategy to reflect Unitary Plan decisions; Infrastructure 
Strategy; strategic work on urban, rural and future urban development areas; National 
Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity requirements; creates new growth 
model 

o Excludes any further non-spatial initiatives, narrative or detail and removes more 
detailed operational directives 

o Creates limited number of high level indicators to track progress and measures to 
guide the work programme 

o Removes all other material in existing plan 

o Creates digital plan 
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Full details can be read in the Addendum Agenda: https://www.scribd.com/document/340861000/Planning-Committee-
Addendum-Agenda-March-7-PDF-Mode  

  

Spatial Development Ideas for Southern Auckland – An Urban Geography Exercise 

I had illustrated to the Auckland Council Committee on 
Tuesday Auckland is developing like a donut with higher 
density residential development on the fringe and the majority 
of employment growth in the City Centre (and some out at the 
airport). The major problem that presents itself it we can not 
bring much more commuters by road or train through the 
Otahuhu-Mt Wellington Bottleneck to get to and from work 
without serious consequences to the environment and 
economy.  

The presentation slides can be seen below while the video of 
me presenting can be seen here: The Auckland Donut: A 
Presentation to the Council Planning Committee 

View this document on Scribd 

  Picture 21: Otahuhu rail bottleneck with the Southern and Manukau Lines running through alongside 
the main freight line 

https://www.scribd.com/document/340861000/Planning-Committee-Addendum-Agenda-March-7-PDF-Mode
https://www.scribd.com/document/340861000/Planning-Committee-Addendum-Agenda-March-7-PDF-Mode
https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
http://www.scribd.com/doc/340743007
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/otahuhu-rail-bottleneck.jpg
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Picture 22: The Auckland Development Donut 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/auckland-development-donut.jpg
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Establishing Southern Auckland into the Future 

Bearing in what I have said above and previously I decided to repeat the spatial exercise I did with West Sydney in printing out 
some maps and placing down urban development ingredients (New West Sydney Aerotropolis Gives Rare Opportunity to Design 
New City). 

This is what I came up with (and was presented with a pleasant surprise along the way): 

 

Picture 23: Working on where to place stuff in the Southern Auckland Future Urban Zone areas 

That was the overview shot with Unitary Plan maps alongside to act as a guide. 

https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.net/2017/02/23/new-west-sydney-aerotropolis-gives-rare-opportunity-to-design-new-city/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/014.jpg
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Picture 24: Some ideas from Otahuhu down to Pareata 

Here I go placing down the basic urban development ingredients between Otahuhu 
and Paerata. Elements included: 

 Heavy rail from Otahuhu Transport Interchange to the Airport 

 Bus way from Manukau Interchange to a new Puhinui Transport Interchange and then the 
Airport via SH20B 

 Light Industry at the Puhinui Gateway area (below SH20B) 

 Transform Manukau area represented by its mix of urban ingredients 

 Light Industry and low density residential in Takanini owing to flooding from storm water 
issues 

 Papakura cluster centred around Papakura Train Station and high density residential 
development with 800 metres of the station 

 New fully fledged bus and rail transport interchange at Drury. This new transport 
interchange supports: 

o Existing and new heavy/light industry in Drury 

o New medium density residential development in the west and low density residential 
development in the east (flooding issues) 

o New town or even Metropolitan Centre supporting retail and office space. Possibly even a 
new medium-sized mall (size of Pakuranga Plaza) given Manukau is the most southern of 
the malls currently (and would not be affected by this new mall owing to different 
geographies) 

 New road from Ramarama Interchange to Papakura south (this is part of the Mill Road 
south corridor project by Auckland Transport) 

 New rail station at Paerata and possibly Drury west 

 New sports facility tied to Wesley College at Paerata 

I could place more stuff but I need a larger map for that and for now I am just putting down the “essentials.” 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/015.jpg
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Picture 25: Spatial Development ideas from Otahuhu to Manukau and the Airport 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/016.jpg
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The close up of the Otahuhu to Manukau spatial area with the Manukau cluster, new Puhinui industrial complex and my desired 
heavy rail link from Otahuhu to the Airport illustrated (also see below). 

 

Picture 26: Both the heavy rail option from Otahuhu and the Botany LRT Line. 

The Botany Line Light Rail Transit follows the same route as the busway from Manukau to the Airport via Puhinui Station. One thing 
about heavy rail from Otahuhu to the Airport via Mangere is that Councillor Collins 324 bus issues (bus is often 30 minutes late) 
through Mangere would disappear as he could catch a train to Britomart from the new Mangere Transport Interchange Station 
avoiding industrial road traffic in the Otahuhu area. 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/airport-line-mk2-3-1.jpg
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 The close up on the centre of where most of the new Greenfield urban 
development would happen in Southern Auckland – between Papakura and 
Drury. I asked the question last night could a new Metropolitan Centre be 
established south of the Papakura Metropolitan Centre. The answer was mainly 
yes especially if a medium-sized mall was development along with a Centre 
within 800 metres of a new transport interchange at Drury. That is why you can 
see retail and office space flags around the Drury area but only retail at Paerata 
(it has Mixed Housing Urban, and Local Centre zoning). Medium density 
residential would take advantage of a new transport interchange and Centre at 
Drury. Meanwhile I have placed light industry to the east mainly due to the heavy 
industrial complex further north as well as flooding issues. One thing about 
establishing light industry to the east is that it can set aside land for a new multi-
modal in-land port connecting to the rail line and the Mill Road South corridor 
much like the Wiri facility that connects to the rail line and Wiri Station Road. 

  

Would Manukau and Papakura be affected by a new Centre and possible 
mall in Drury? No.  

Manukau is a (minor) City Centre that has the agglomeration bonus affects the 
other Centres further south would not enjoy; meaning Manukau services as an 
urban Core for Southern Auckland while Papakura and Drury serve their local 
catchments. Drury services itself and all the way west and south to Pukekohe 
while Papakura services itself, Karaka, Takanini and the lower areas of 
Manurewa. 

  

Picture 27: Spatial Development ideas – Papakura and Drury 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/017.jpg
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Finally we work out way south to Paerata which is home of Auckland’s largest 
Special Housing area at some 385 hectares with a yield of 4,500 homes, a new 
Local Centre and a rail station. The land inside the SHA area is zoned Mixed 
Housing Urban which can allow medium density if three storey walk-up 
apartments are built. Hopefully they are within 800 metres of the proposed station 
as well as inside the proposed Local Centre. With Wesley College in the area I 
added a new Sports Facility to cater for demand from new and existing residents 
in the area. Also I have added a new Wastewater Treatment Plan west of Drury (it 
is proposed by Watercare) to cater for the sewerage as the South continues to 
develop. The new wastewater plant would also relieve the Southern Interceptor so 
that not all the sewerage needs to go to the main Mangere plant. 

  

What do you think? Do I have the right mix and would it work in keeping more 
Southern Auckland residents closer to home while working? Or am I missing 
something here as we try to cater for 200,000 new residents and at minimum 
50,000 new commercial and industrial jobs. 

And don’t worry I have not forgotten about open spaces for informal and formal 
recreation. 

  

Picture 28: Spatial Development ideas – Papakura, Drury and 
Paerata 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/018.jpg
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Can or Could Southern Auckland House Another Mall 
Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Yes 

  

Question: Can Southern Auckland house another mall without putting Manukau City Centre at risk? 

Answer: Yes it can  

Okay if that was going to be my entire blog post I could have fitted it into a Tweet or two. 

But in any case with Southern Auckland projected to take at least another 200,000 new residents and some 35,000 new jobs at the 
minimum the South can support a medium-sized mall in the Drury area without harming commerce back up in Manukau. 

I will touch on the urban geography and economics of Manukau City Centre and the Westfield mall further down in the post. For the 
moment I will look at the quantity of development south of Manukau and the catchment of the new mall in the Drury area. 

  

Drury Mall catchment 

As I have covered in my Auckland: The Donut City post Auckland is developing like a donut with residential developing on the 
fringe and the bulk of new employment at the City Centre (with some at the Airport). This creates pressures on both the rail and 
roading network at our choke points in Otahuhu, Mt Wellington and Mangere Bridge as people embark on their longish commutes 
to and from work rather than being presented with the option of being able to work closer to home. 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/06/auckland-the-donut-city/
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Subsequently I printed up some maps and flags and embarked on an Urban Geography exercise on how Southern Auckland could 
possibly develop with the goal of presenting enough employment and leisure options to keep the South commuting within itself 
(majority anyway). The exercise can be seen in my Auckland Plan Refresh: Spatial Development Ideas for Southern Auckland that 
focused on Manukau and Drury as two major hubs servicing the South.  

With Drury I had placed a transport interchange (road/rail) that had retail, office and medium density residential development placed 
around it while the Drury South industrial complex next door. This would allow Drury  to become a fully fledged Town Centre with a 
catchment from Takanini to Pukekohe and some overflow into the northern Waikato. 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/09/auckland-plan-refresh-spatial-development-ideas-for-southern-auckland/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/auckland-development-donut.jpg
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/otahuhu-rail-bottleneck.jpg
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An example of possible urban development options in Drury:  

As can be seen the Drury South Centre where the mall would be located is 
accessible by transit (train and bus) and road or motorway. It is surrounded by 
medium density (well should be) residential dwellings and has connections back to 
Papakura Metropolitan Centre, and Manukau City Centre.  

When I refer to mall I am not talking about your traditional American mono-use type 
malls that face in from the surrounding environment. I am talking about an open air 
mall that faces its surrounding environment and is multi-use. By mixed use I mean a 
mix of residential, commercial (retail and service) and office within the same site. The 
Unitary Plan allows for 27 metres of height which translates out to six storeys 
meaning the development would be mid-rise. Bearing this in mind this is how I would 
develop the mall: 

1. Basement: Parking 

2. Ground floor: Retail 

3. First floor: mix of retail, civic space and office 

4. Second floor: Office 

5. Third-Fifth floors (total of three floors): apartments of various sizes (studio to three bedroom) 

Having green spaces and open plazas would be a must as well. 

Remembering this new mall at Drury would be the size similar to Pakuranga Plaza 
which has a ground floor area of 42,000m2 (although it has several storeys from an 
office tower annex). As a comparison Manukau is 45,000m2 (in terms of letting area) 
and that to be honest is considered too small to service its Southern Auckland 
catchment. 

A major benefit of a multi-use facility at the new mall is the reduction in long 

Picture 29: Spatial Development ideas – Papakura and Drury 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/017.jpg
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commutes for either shopping or works especially by car. The new mall would be next to the new Drury Transport Interchange 
making it accessible by bus or train for shoppers while apartment dwellers can access those same transit options to head north for 
work if need be.The question is would a new mall harm Manukau? 

  

Manukau Economics 

The simple answer is no, a new mall next 
to a new transport interchange at Drury 
would not harm Manukau City Centre and 
its mall. 

Why? 

Urban and economic Geographies 
between Drury and Manukau are different 
as are their respective catchments. 

  

  

Picture 30: Manukau City Centre. Source: Auckland Plan Implementation Update 2015 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/manukau-city-centre.png
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The new mall at Drury would be set in a Town Centre environment while Manukau is 
set in a Metropolitan Centre environment. Town Centres (like Local Centres but 
bigger) are designed for a localised catchment where as a Metropolitan Centre is 
designed for a sub regional (or in Manukau’s case regional and inter-regional) 
catchment. The size of the catchment will ultimately determine the agglomeration 
bonus effects – that is what and how much will cluster together in mutual benefit of 
one another inside a respective Centre. The City Centre obviously has the largest 
catchment thus the largest agglomeration bonus benefits in Auckland (hence the 
clustering of services and high density towers). Manukau City Centre would be next 
on the list with its catchment all of Southern Auckland and the northern Waikato. 
Consequently from this large catchment it too has large agglomeration bonus effects 
Drury would not be able to reach (being a Town Centre it does enjoy agglomeration 
benefits but at a small-scale). 

I would not expect to find Government department headquarters in Drury but would 
in Manukau is an example of catchments and agglomeration. Manukau through its 
catchment would attract more international offerings in terms of retail and hospitality 
hoping to cash in on the large agglomeration bonus Manukau provides where as 
Drury necessarily wouldn’t (would favour smaller and local based retailers). Simply 
put I would go to Manukau for very different reasons compared to going for Drury. 
Drury I would visit for the “local” shop and quiet catch up at a cafe or local green 
space. Manukau I would visit for the big retail scene, the wide hospitality scene 
especially at nights or the weekends, or the civic services clustered in the area. 

Manukau is undergoing urban regeneration via Transform Manukau with the 
Metropolitan Centre zone allowing 18 storey residential or commercial towers. 
Ideally the Manukau Mall would double its size (by going up) to allow space for 400 
retailers, a diverse and ethnic food-court scene, plaza space for informal recreation 
and allowance for residential and office towers above the mall itself. At least then the 

core of Manukau would be able to service its growing sub region of Southern 
Auckland more effectively than now. But in the end Manukau and Drury serve very 

Picture 31: Some ideas from Otahuhu down to Pareata 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/015.jpg
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different purposes to each other.  

 

Picture 32: Manukau: The Meeting Place of the South 

 As for Papakura Metropolitan Centre? Apartments are slowly being built to give the place critical mass but a lot need to be done 
streetscape and retail offerings wise to bring Papakura up to its full potential. 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/manukau-face-of-the-future-1.jpg
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Can Malls Blend Into the Urban Fabric? 
Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Yes 

  

Traditionally big suburban malls have faced 
inwards from their urban environment with big 
blank walls and seas of car parking surround the 
complex. This lead to the mall completely isolated 
from the surrounding urban environment and for a 
while now prone to changing tastes of consumers. 

The day’s of driving or being driven to the mall for 
the weekend shop, a meal at the food court and 
maybe your hard-earned pocket-money gone 
down at the arcade parlour have long gone. With 
online retail eating away at traditional bricks-and-
mortar stores and digital-savy consumers looking 
for more sophisticated experiences the question 
was ‘can the malls survive?’ 

 

  

Picture 33: Manukau Court looking towards the mall 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/17/can-malls-blend-into-the-urban-fabric/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/017.jpg
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The answer is yes it can, with a bit of adaptation and evolution (of the mall). 

From The Guardian: 

All under one roof: how malls and cities are becoming indistinguishable 

Suburban malls may be a dying breed, but in cities from New York to Hong Kong, new malls are thriving by seamlessly 
blending into the urban fabric 

Stefan Al.  Thursday 16 March 2017 

“We didn’t expect to see stores,” says Yulia, as her husband browses for shoes in one of the shops lining the Oculus, the new focus 
of New York’s World Trade Center. 

Visiting from Ukraine and on their way to the 9/11 memorial, they were beckoned by the Oculus’s unusual architecture: from the 
outside, the Santiago Calatrava-designed ribbed structure reminds you of a bird or a dinosaur skeleton; inside, it is teaming with 
tourists taking pictures with selfie sticks. 

But the Oculus, named after the eyelike opening at the apex that lets in light, is more than a piece of striking architecture. It exists 
as a mall, with more than a hundred stores, and as a hub connecting office buildings in Brookfield Place and One World Trade 
Center with 11 subway lines and Path trains, serving 50,000 commuters every day. That’s a lot of eyeballs on shopfronts. 

The mall company Westfield, of course, hopes that the tourists and transit users will stray to the stores. “The New New York Place 
to Be”, reads the mall’s tagline. “Shop. Eat. Drink. Play. All under one magnificent roof.” 

Oculus was Westfield’s $1.4bn bet that New York, a city known for its love of the street, could also have a successful mall. And 
judging from the crowds, it counters the narrative that the mall is “dead”, like those thousands of empty suburban malls dotting the 
American landscape, “ghostboxes” decaying on cracked asphalt parking lots. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/new-york
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/jun/19/-sp-death-of-the-american-shopping-mall
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Michael Sorkin, professor of architecture at City College of New York, points out that Westfield is an example of a kind of global 
urbanism. “The Westfield mall is virtually indistinguishable from Dubai duty-free,” he says, pointing out that the same generic 
multinational shops are now to be found not just in malls, but on the streets of cities. “The effect is compromising and imperial – a 
real estate formula.” 

Certainly, the Westfield World Trade Center seems to demonstrate that it is not the mall that is declining, but suburbia. The mall, 
meanwhile, is becoming urban. 

In fact, a new breed of shopping centre is integrating so seamlessly into its urban surroundings that it can be difficult to draw any 
line between city and mall whatsoever. London’s Boxpark, Las Vegas’s Downtown Container Park and Miami’s Brickell City Centre 
are examples of mall-like environments that try to weave into the street life of a city. 

Across the Pacific Ocean from the Oculus, developers in China are experimenting even more radically, with new mall 
configurations catering to the rapid rise of domestic consumerism and quickly evolving tastes. 

Sino Ocean Taikoo Li in Chengdu, China, an outdoor mall with streets. Photograph: Oval Partnership Source: The Guardian 

In the early 2000s, when enclosed malls were the standard, architect Chris Law of the Oval Partnership proposed an “open city” 
concept for San Li Tun, an area in Beijing’s central business district. He proposed to inject the “big box” with a heavy dose of public 
space. He says people had a common reaction to his plan: “You guys are crazy.” 

Instead of laying out asphalt parking lots, Law wanted sidewalks and trees that would cool and shade pedestrian outdoor space. He 
designed the shops and restaurants around two distinct plazas – one brimming with an interactive water feature and a massive 
screen to televise events, the other for “quietly reading a book over a cappuccino”. 

While the ‘urban’ mall has a certain appeal, the net effect is to turn the city into a mall 

MICHAEL SORKIN 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/china
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………As innovative as his projects may be, “we simply continued the urban pattern that has been around for hundreds of years”, 
Law says. He mentions medieval cities such as Sienna, or those depicted on the Qingming scroll, where shops and food stalls lined 
thriving public space. 

It raises the question: was the enclosed, suburban mall, located far from the city centre, a discontinuity? An invention for the age of 
cheap fossil fuel? 

They certainly waste energy. The typical big box is “thick and fat”, says Ali Malkawi, professor of architectural technology at 
Harvard University and founder of the Harvard Center for Green Buildings and Cities. In contrast, the outdoor “retail village” 
typically has a smaller ecological footprint. “Thin structures allow for the possibility of natural ventilation and daylighting, and hence 
can be more energy-efficient,” Malkawi says. 

Malls first appeared in suburbs in the 1950s, when “reducing energy was not a priority”, says Malkawi, and they were only 
accessible by car. “The more you move shopping away from where people live, the more you increase transportation’s impact on 
the environment,” he says. (The transport sector accounts for nearly a quarter of all energy-related CO2 emissions.) 

Architect Friedrich Ludewig of the firm Acme takes the idea a step futher. Knowing that “the point to shopping in stores is to offer 
something physical that is interesting, otherwise we can do it all online”, he designed a suburban mall extension in Melbourne 
around a town square, with a public library at its centre, not an anchor store. 

‘Offer something physical or we can all do it online’ … Friedrich Ludewig, whose suburban mall in Melbourne is designed around a town square 

with a public library (pictured) at its heart. Photograph: Acme 

“Customers prefer to be outside and to feel less artificial,” Ludewig says of what is, in fact, an outdoor mall. His company has taken 
steps to create a seamless urban feel. There are guidelines for storefronts, including about colour, to ensure the visual coherence 
of the public space and avoid screaming yellow storefronts. “When there are lots of people shouting,” he said, “you can’t hear 
anyone.” 
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……..The city of Hong Kong solves this issue by going one step further – it weaves malls into the very urban fabric. 

The city counts more than 300 shopping centres. Most do not perch on asphalt parking lots, but on subway stations and 
underneath skyscrapers. Hong Kong’s transit provider is also a real estate developer, and has capitalised on the value 
created by its subway stops: it sandwiches malls between stations and skyscrapers, establishing pedestrian streams that 
“irrigate” the shopfronts. 

Tens of thousands of people often work, live and play in a single megastructure, without ever having to leave. And the mall is 
deliberately placed on the intersection of all pedestrian flows, between entry points into the structure and the residential, office, and 
transit functions. These malls are, by design, impossible to miss. 

Langham Place, for instance, is a 59-storey complex in Hong Kong that includes retail, a five-star hotel and class-A office space. It 
is connected to the subway with its own tunnel and pulls in an estimated 100,000 people per day. 

…… 

For Sorkin, that comes with a risk. “While the idea of the shopping mall becoming ‘urban’ has a certain appeal, the net effect is to 
turn the city into a shopping mall.” 

…… 

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/mar/16/malls-cities-become-one-and-same?CMP=share_btn_fb 

  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/hong-kong
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/mar/16/malls-cities-become-one-and-same?CMP=share_btn_fb
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Malls are becoming urban with the complexes often on or right next to a transit station to capture that natural flow of pedestrian 
traffic. The urban design and architecture of the urban mall is becoming that evolved and seamless that moving from a public space 
like a plaza, station or street into the private space that is the mall would be unnoticeable. 

However, there is a catch. 

Malls even ones on top of transit stations are still private spaces not public spaces as seen in parks and streets. Private spaces are 
highly regulated environments compared to their public counterparts so freedom of expression (as you could say) is restricted. 
Consequently civic and open public spaces are still as crucial to the urban fabric especially if one wants to be “away” from a 
consumerist environment a mall would otherwise present. 

 

 

 

  

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/007.jpg
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/017.jpg
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Public verse private space aside having the mall itself urbanise so it blends in with 
the urban fabric rather than isolating itself as in the past is a welcoming step. A 
mall that blends to the urban fabric is one more likely to be transit and pedestrian 
friendly compared to a mall that is inward looking and isolates itself from the world. 
Remember how I said consumers today have changing tastes and what a different 
experience? Driving to a mall and searching for a park is something millennials will 
find alienating compared to their parents. Rocking up to an urban mall by bus, train 
or bicycle to these consumers gives more of a sense of freedom and connection 
not only to the urban mall but the environment around. 

Ultimate consequence? They are more likely to linger and spend money. 
Example: if you are like me and enjoy wet lunches or that tipple after a movie an 
urban mall that is served well by transit means I am not having to worry about 
driving home. Consequences of that? More likely to stay and spend more money. 
The consequences of lingering and spending more money? Apart from retailers 
and hospitality winning, I win through being in a relaxed state (no I do not drink to 
be plastered off my nut) which means better health (again I don’t get plastered off 
my nut) and better productivity towards the economy. 

  

So whether building a new mall in Drury or retrofitting an existing mall like Manukau’s (see: Can or Could Southern Auckland House 
Another Mall) if malls want to survive into the 21st Century then becoming an urban mall would be a big step in adapting to 
changing consumer tastes. 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/008.jpg
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Picture 34: Manukau Mall south car park 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/007.jpg
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Auckland to Receive its 11th Metropolitan Centre? Is the 
Super Metro Back? 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Development in Southern Auckland opens possibility 

  

Note: Since the Future Urban Land Supply Strategy is under consultation right now there is a few work streams underway with 
Southern Auckland and its future development. Those work streams include Structure Planning to flip the Future Urban Zoned land 
in Drury to live urban zones, and Auckland Plan refresh work. Those post makes no representation of what the Auranga 
development in Drury West is proposing but rather possibilities of options the South can face over the next decade. 

  

A 11th Metropolitan Centre? 

We know Auckland is developing like a donut city (Auckland: The Donut City) with residential development concentrated to the 
fringes in the South, North-West and North while employment growth is concentrated to the middle (City Centre) and in-part the 
Airport industrial complex. The development prompted a presentation from myself to the Planning Committee last month (The 
Auckland Donut: A Presentation to the Council Planning Committee) that was received well by the Councillors. Coincidentally I did 
some preliminary mock ups of how Southern Auckland could develop over the next thirty years bearing in mind the donut situation 
(Auckland Plan Refresh: Spatial Development Ideas for Southern Auckland). 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
http://shapeauckland.co.nz/consultations/future-urban-land-supply-strategy-refresh/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/06/auckland-the-donut-city/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/09/auckland-plan-refresh-spatial-development-ideas-for-southern-auckland/
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The Urban Geography ideas that came from the exercise: 

Here I go placing down the basic urban development ingredients between Otahuhu and Paerata. Elements included: 

 Heavy rail from Otahuhu Transport Interchange to the Airport 

 Bus way from Manukau Interchange to a new Puhinui Transport Interchange and then the Airport via SH20B 

 Light Industry at the Puhinui Gateway area (below SH20B) 

 Transform Manukau area represented by its mix of urban ingredients 

 Light Industry and low density residential in Takanini owing to flooding from storm water issues 

 Papakura cluster centred around Papakura Train Station and high density residential development with 800 metres of the station 

 New fully fledged bus and rail transport interchange at Drury. This new transport interchange supports: 

o Existing and new heavy/light industry in Drury 

o New medium density residential development in the west and low density residential development in the east (flooding issues) 

o New town or even Metropolitan Centre supporting retail and office space. Possibly even a new medium-sized mall (size of Pakuranga 
Plaza) given Manukau is the most southern of the malls currently (and would not be affected by this new mall owing to different 
geographies) 

 New road from Ramarama Interchange to Papakura south (this is part of the Mill Road south corridor project by Auckland Transport) 

 New rail station at Paerata and possibly Drury west 

 New sports facility tied to Wesley College at Paerata 

…….. 

Source: Auckland Plan Refresh: Spatial Development Ideas for Southern Auckland 

Note the possibility of a new Town Centre or Metropolitan Centre. 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/09/auckland-plan-refresh-spatial-development-ideas-for-southern-auckland/
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Picture 35: The Auckland Development Donut 

  

With all this in mind the developers of the Auranga 1,350 housing development in Drury West floated four options of how Drury 
could develop over the next decade or so. Bearing in mind Auranga were canvasing opinions as consultation to the Future Urban 
Land Supply Strategy via Auckland Council is currently open and Structure Planning is under way at the same time. However, what 
Auranga have raised some serious points on possible directions Southern Auckland could develop as well as consequences. 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/auckland-development-donut.jpg
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 Let’s take a look.  

Drury – Home of the 11th Metropolitan Centre? 

First some context: 

 

Picture 36: Drury Future Urban Zone. https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_public_consultation  

https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_public_consultation
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/drury-fuz.jpg
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Auranga B Public Consulation – What’s going on? 

In August last year, Council granted us planning permission to develop Auranga: 1,350 homes and amenities at Bremner Road. 

During consultation on this project, all submissions to Council supported our proposal and works are now well under way. 

Since then, Council has adopted the Auckland Unitary Plan confirming that over the next 30 years approximately 1,000ha in Drury 
West and 1,000ha in Drury East of land that is zoned future urban will, among many other locations, be developed. 

So by 2047 Council envisages there could be between 5,000 – 7,000 houses, commercial land, parks, schools and other amenities 
in Drury West and about the same in Drury East. That could be up to 14,000 houses and around 35,000 more people living here. 

In addition, Council’s Future Urban Land Supply Strategy (FULSS) indicates that Drury West will be ready for development in the 
late 2020s. As part of a refresh of the FULSS, Council is now considering whether to bring the timing forward to 2022 for the land 
north of State Highway 22 (Karaka Rd). 

As a founding member of the new Drury West community, we are committed long-term to achieving the best possible outcome for 
the future of this area, and want to make sure our plan fits with Council’s. 

This is important because Auranga is committed to leading the delivery and funding of major infrastructure (water and wastewater) 
that will service Drury West, Hingaia, Drury South and Paerata. If we can agree a plan that allows us to carry on developing the 
land in a timely manner, we can deliver these upgrades. 

We also want to clearly establish our position before Council starts its structure planning process for Drury West so there 
is more certainty about housing delivery and community building between now and 2022. 

……. 
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Source: https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_public_consultation 

So there is the context (and disclaimer in bold). 

 

What does Auranga have in mind bearing in mind this is their ideas while the FULSS is open 
for consultation? 

Auranga had four options on where they could see things go with Drury. Those four options 
were: 

Four proposed structure plan options 

Given Council wants development in Drury West to happen sooner rather than later, we’ve 
thought about how this could happen and come up with four high-level options. These options 
are indicative only, but have a lot of technical work behind them and meet Council’s 
requirements under the Unitary Plan for structure planning land zoned future urban. 

All options share the following in common: 

 Drury South (already zoned) will provide main employment – approximately 5,000 jobs. 

 Improvements of coastal and stream edges, and new esplanade reserves. 

 New recreation reserves (Council requirement). 

 New schools (Ministry of Education requirement). If 7,000 houses are located in Drury West, there 
could potentially be one new high school and two new primary schools. 

 Most land in Drury West is suitable for housing. 

 Area is relatively flat with a well-developed grid of roads including Bremner, Jesmond, Oira, and 

Picture 37: Some ideas from Otahuhu down to Pareata 

https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_public_consultation
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/015.jpg
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Karaka. The future road network could be based within this grid. 

 Land north-east of Drury South and south of Karaka Road is low-lying and near a zoned employment area, State Highway and railway line, and 
is best suited for more employment e.g. a long term office park. 

 Based on the Council’s current transport plans, a railway station at Drury East near Drury. 

 In Drury West approximately 7,000 houses established with 1,350 of those already approved in the Auranga zone (Drury Precinct 1). 

PLEASE NOTE: ALL MAPS ARE INDICATIVE ONLY INCLUDING THE LOCATION OF ANY POTENTIAL SCHOOLS, WHICH 
WILL BE DETERMINED BY THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION. 

Option one 

 A major centre e.g. a large town or even metropolitan centre to the east of 
SH1 close to the existing industrial area and Drury Village. People living in 
Drury West would travel longer distances and cross the State Highway to 
access most retail and service needs. 

 Four minor centres in Drury West providing convenience shops only e.g. 
including dairies, bakeries or cafes. 

 A single train station located in the major centre near Drury with high 
density housing around it providing a walk-up passenger base as well as a 
possible park and ride facility. 

 Residential activity with lower density at the coast in the northern part of 
Drury West. 
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Option two 

 One major centre at Drury and one at Drury West to balance local 
accessibility and passing visitor traffic. Other centres would be minor 
centres only. The major centre in Drury would be smaller than in option 
one. 

 The Drury West major centre would be closer, more accessible and 
convenient for residents living here offering a wider range of retail, 
employment and service opportunities. It also enjoys a prominent location 
increasing business viability. 

 Two train stations located in conjunction with the two major centres. 

 The Drury West major centre and train station would be close to the 
proposed future office park and Drury South providing patronage from 
employees, business visitors and residents. This could lead to more local 
jobs and increased use of local trains. 

 Residential activity with lower density at the coast in the northern part of 
Drury West. 
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Option three 

 No major centres and only a network of minor centres. 

 A train station at Drury based on a large park-and-ride facility. 

 A wider range of retail and services will require travel to either Pukekohe 
or Papakura. 

 No major centres and no capacity for high density housing means a less 
efficient use of the land and infrastructure. 

 Residential activity with lower density at the coast in the northern part of 
Drury West. 
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Option four 

 Two major centres, one near Drury and one at Drury West 
located towards the south-west. 

 The major centre at Drury West could potentially service a 
larger area given its location on the edge of the current 
future urban zone (if development beyond the future urban 
zone occurred). 

 Location of second major centre makes it less convenient for 
many residents in Drury West who would find it easier to 
cross State Highway 1 and shop in Drury. Reduces business 
viability. 

 Two train stations one in each major centre. Drury West 
would be a residential commuter station given its location is 
primarily residential. 

 Oira Road upgraded for a main bus route to connect the 
major centres at Drury and Drury West. The other options 
would use Jesmond Road as the main north/south route and 
connecting to a new east/west connection at Bremner Road, 
which is underway in the existing Auranga zone. 

 

……. 

Source: https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_pu

blic_consultation 

  

  

https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_public_consultation
https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_public_consultation
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Straight off the bat I do not like Option Three as that promotes exurban sprawl and consequently generated long distance 
commutes north. The efficiency gained from higher density developments is missing from Option Three thus the consequences to 
the human and physical environment. 

Option Four is similar to Option Two but with the second centre (a Town Centre) further south. As I see it you can easily get three 
Centres (two Town Centres and a Metropolitan Centre) as time draws on and the Paerata development to the south-west 
intensifies. For now the blend of Option One and Two (so a Metro and Town Centre) was the best pick with the centre in the south-
west a Local Centre until intensification allowed it to become a Town Centre. 

  

As I saw it (and fed back to Auranga) Options One and Two blended together gave the best possible outcome for the deep South 
while being the closest to the representation I gave in my Auckland Plan Refresh: Spatial Development Ideas for 
Southern Auckland. Remember from earlier on: 

New fully fledged bus and rail transport interchange at Drury. This new transport interchange supports: 

 Existing and new heavy/light industry in Drury 

 New medium density residential development in the west and low density residential development in the east (flooding issues) 

 New town or even Metropolitan Centre supporting retail and office space. Possibly even a new medium-sized mall (size of Pakuranga 
Plaza) given Manukau is the most southern of the malls currently (and would not be affected by this new mall owing to different 
geographies) 

……. 

  

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/09/auckland-plan-refresh-spatial-development-ideas-for-southern-auckland/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/09/auckland-plan-refresh-spatial-development-ideas-for-southern-auckland/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/
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So would Auckland get an 11th Metropolitan Centre? 

Yes. 

Would it harm Manukau and Papakura? 

No 

Why? 

Manukau Economics 

The simple answer is no, a new mall next to a new transport interchange at Drury would not 
harm Manukau City Centre and its mall. 

Why? 

Urban and economic Geographies between Drury and Manukau are different as are their 
respective catchments.  

The new mall at Drury would be set in a Town Centre environment while Manukau is set in a 
Metropolitan Centre environment. Town Centres (like Local Centres but bigger) are designed for 
a localised catchment where as a Metropolitan Centre is designed for a sub-regional (or in 
Manukau’s case regional and inter-regional) catchment. The size of the catchment will ultimately 
determine the agglomeration bonus effects – that is what and how much will cluster together in 
mutual benefit of one another inside a respective Centre. The City Centre obviously has the 
largest catchment thus the largest agglomeration bonus benefits in Auckland (hence the 
clustering of services and high density towers). Manukau City Centre would be next on the list 
with its catchment all of Southern Auckland and the northern Waikato. Consequently from this 
large catchment it too has large agglomeration bonus effects Drury would not be able to reach 

Picture 38: Some ideas from Otahuhu down to Pareata 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/015.jpg
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(being a Town Centre it does enjoy agglomeration benefits but at a small-scale). 

I would not expect to find Government department headquarters in Drury but would in Manukau is an example of catchments and 
agglomeration. Manukau through its catchment would attract more international offerings in terms of retail and hospitality hoping to 
cash in on the large agglomeration bonus Manukau provides where as Drury necessarily wouldn’t (would favour smaller and local 
based retailers). Simply put I would go to Manukau for very different reasons compared to going for Drury. Drury I would visit for the 
“local” shop and quiet catch up at a cafe or local green space. Manukau I would visit for the big retail scene, the wide hospitality 
scene especially at nights or the weekends, or the civic services clustered in the area. 

Manukau is undergoing urban regeneration via Transform Manukau with the Metropolitan Centre zone allowing 18 storey 
residential or commercial towers. Ideally the Manukau Mall would double its size (by going up) to allow space for 400 retailers, a 
diverse and ethnic food-court scene, plaza space for informal recreation and allowance for residential and office towers above the 
mall itself. At least then the core of Manukau would be able to service its growing sub region of Southern Auckland more effectively 
than now. But in the end Manukau and Drury serve very different purposes to each other. 
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 As for Papakura Metropolitan Centre? Apartments are slowly being built to give the place critical mass but a lot need to be done 
streetscape and retail offerings wise to bring Papakura up to its full potential. 

……. 

Source: https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/ 

  

Southern Auckland housing another Metropolitan Centre would give a signal to residents, businesses and investors the South is the 
place to be. Also remember we are trying to cut down long distance commutes from the South into the Isthmus to relieve pressure 
on the transport system. A new Metropolitan Centre allowing intense development over the next three decades would certainly act 
as a pressure relief value for the South and wider Auckland. 

That said Auckland could still house ten Metropolitan Centres – with Manukau being elevated to a Super Metropolitan Centre. Yep 
a year later the Super Metropolitan Centre concept seems to have been revived as developments continue to evolve in the South. If 
Auckland does receive a new Metropolitan Centre in Drury then elevating Manukau to Super Metropolitan Centre status (reflecting 
its true regional catchment) would be prudent. 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/
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Picture 39: Unitary Plan centre relief systems 
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These are interesting times ahead for the South. Serious stuff is in the pipeline and working its way through the mill. Drury is set to 
take off and we have serious ponderings on the South taking a new Metropolitan Centre while Manukau could be very well and 
finally elevated to Super Metropolitan Centre status. The catch is transport. At minimum a new transport interchange at Drury for 
rail and feeder busses is needed to support the incoming growth. Even better would be the electrification to Pukekohe so the 
electric trains could service the area. The ultimate would be both of those happenings AND the Manukau South Link allowing direct 
services from Pukekohe and Papakura to Manukau City Centre – the regional Super Metropolitan Centre. 

One to watch 

 

Picture 40: And away she goes on her maiden trip from Papakura to Britomart on the Southern Line. 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/114.jpg
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Kiwi’s Announcement With Drury Starts Ball Rolling on New 
Town/Metro Centre 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

All go in the south 

  

It was only last week I reported that Auckland to Receive its 11th Metropolitan Centre? Is the Super Metro Back?. Well Kiwi 
Property (owners of Sylvia Park and the main appellant against Parking Minimums in the Centres in the Unitary Plan) have been 
busy buying up land in Drury for a new town centre. 

From Bob Dey’s Property Report: 

Kiwi Property plans new town centre next to Stevenson’s Drury development 

on Friday 7 April 2017 

Kiwi Property Group Ltd has bought some of 51.3ha at Drury, with agreements to secure the balance, to create a new town centre next to 

Stevenson Group Ltd’s mostly industrial 360ha development site. 

The 3 greenfield sites are next to the junction of the Southern Motorway, Great South Rd and the North Island main trunk railway 
line, 35km south of Auckland’s city centre. 

Kiwi chief executive Chris Gudgeon said in a release today the company had acquired some of the land, and had secured 
agreements to acquire more, as a strategic long-term holding to capitalise on Auckland’s continuing population growth. 

“Our vision is to develop a town centre to complement the existing Drury town centre, which would be staged over the next 20 
years to coincide with predicted population growth, household formation & employment growth in South Auckland. 

https://voakl.net/2017/04/10/kiwis-announcement-with-drury-starts-ball-rolling-on-new-townmetro-centre/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/10/kiwis-announcement-with-drury-starts-ball-rolling-on-new-townmetro-centre/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
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“We will work with Auckland Council & infrastructure providers to secure a town centre zoning providing for commercial & retail 
uses integrated with high, medium & low density housing – all within walking distance of an integrated public transport node.” 

  

………“Drury is already a highly accessible location, at the junction of the Southern Motorway, Great South Rd & the North Island 
main trunk railway line. Transport links to this area are only going to get better, with Auckland Transport’s plans for the construction 
of the Mill Rd southern arterial route, electrification of rail through to Pukekohe and the opportunity to construct a railway station 
adjacent to the town centre.” 

The land’s current zoning under the unitary plan is future urban. 

Mr Gudgeon said Kiwi’s plans for the amalgamated sites would be complementary to Stevenson’s adjacent development. 

….. 

Source: http://www.propbd.co.nz/kiwi-property-plans-new-town-centre-next-stevensons-drury-development/ 

  

The tentative site is to the south-east of the current Drury motorway interchange and north of the Drury South heavy industrial 
complex on what is currently Future Urban Zoned land. 

http://www.propbd.co.nz/kiwi-property-plans-new-town-centre-next-stevensons-drury-development/
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Picture 41: Drury Future Urban Zone. https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_public_consultation  

  

https://auranga.formstack.com/forms/auranga_b_public_consultation
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/drury-fuz.jpg
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 As picked up last week the development can go either one of two ways: 

Option one 

 A major centre e.g. a large town or even metropolitan centre to the east of SH1 
close to the existing industrial area and Drury Village. People living in Drury 
West would travel longer distances and cross the State Highway to access 
most retail and service needs. 

 Four minor centres in Drury West providing convenience shops only e.g. 
including dairies, bakeries or cafes. 

 A single train station located in the major centre near Drury with high density 
housing around it providing a walk-up passenger base as well as a possible 
park and ride facility. 

 Residential activity with lower density at the coast in the northern part of Drury 
West. 
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Option two 

 One major centre at Drury and one at Drury West to balance local accessibility and 
passing visitor traffic. Other centres would be minor centres only. The major centre 
in Drury would be smaller than in option one. 

 The Drury West major centre would be closer, more accessible and convenient for 
residents living here offering a wider range of retail, employment and service 
opportunities. It also enjoys a prominent location increasing business viability. 

 Two train stations located in conjunction with the two major centres. 

 The Drury West major centre and train station would be close to the proposed 
future office park and Drury South providing patronage from employees, business 
visitors and residents. This could lead to more local jobs and increased use of local 
trains. 

 Residential activity with lower density at the coast in the northern part of Drury 
West. 

 

……. 

Source: Auckland to Receive its 11th Metropolitan Centre? Is the Super 
Metro Back? 

 

My preference was a blend of the two options to allow the construction of both a Metropolitan Centre and a Town Centre further to 
the south-west. None-the-less development in the South is accelerating creating pressure on Auckland Council (and its Council 
Controlled Organisation family) to get the planning and infrastructure mix right first time. 

A timely reminder: The Auckland Donut: A Presentation to the Council Planning Committee 

https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
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Picture 42: Step 4 and 5 of Manukau Framework Plan Source: Panuku Development Auckland 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/step-4-and-5-of-manukau-framework-plan.jpg
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Growth Pressures in Southern Auckland: Is/Should the 
Super Metropolitan Centre to Make a Comeback? 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Pressures in Southern Auckland require some more unique thinking 

  

From 2013-2016 when the Unitary Plan was being created I floated the idea of the Super Metropolitan Centre. The idea of the 
Super Metropolitan Centre was born out of the work Auckland Council Property Limited (now Panuku Development Auckland) did 
when the Auckland Plan was drafted in 2011-2012. What ACPL recommended was a hierarchy of Centres starting with the City 
Centre at the top, Primary Centres after that, then the Metropolitan, Town and Local Centres in respective order. Manukau and 
Albany would be the two Primary Centres. 

https://voakl.net/2017/04/18/growth-pressures-in-southern-auckland-isshould-the-super-metropolitan-centre-to-make-a-comeback/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/18/growth-pressures-in-southern-auckland-isshould-the-super-metropolitan-centre-to-make-a-comeback/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
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Picture 43: ACPL’s submission to Auckland Plan on Centres’ Hierarchy 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/apcl-town-centre-hierarchy-chart.png
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From my Unitary Plan Submission in regards to Primary Centres and the Super Metropolitan Centre: 

8.3 Primary Centres 

 While there is some debate about whether Auckland legitimately has two or three Primary Centres, the conclusion of this report is 
that there are two centres – one to the South (Manukau) and one to the North (Albany). These Primary Centres fundamentally 
complement the City Centre in servicing core parts of the region, and reflect the linear geography of Auckland. 

  

My definition of Super Metropolitan Centre can be found in this post here: What do you want to see in your Super 
Metropolitan Centre 

  

Heading back to the ACPL definition of Primary Centres this is what they have outlined for both Manukau and Albany: 

8.3.1 Manukau 

 Manukau has traditionally been a strong area and has developed into a major Primary Centre extensively servicing South Auckland. 

 It would benefit from the overview of the City Transformation Unit. The commitment and focus this brings is beneficial. It sends a 
signal to the market that Council is committed to continuing investment in order to strengthen Manukau. 

 The key issues Council should focus on are: 

o The significant opportunity the new rail link to Manukau City Centre will provide. This should further boost the preference for office location in 
this area. 

o Opportunities to improve the walkability of the Centre, and in particular to connect the rail station to the Centre. 

o A more sophisticated entertainment and retail offer. 

o The need to promote a residential base within Manukau City Centre. It is this mix of office and residential use which will give Manukau a 24-
hour urban lifestyle. 

o It is recognised that the reverse sensitivity aspects of the airport flight path do complicate residential opportunities. 

https://voakl.net/2013/07/17/what-do-you-want-to-see-in-your-super-metropolitan-centre/
https://voakl.net/2013/07/17/what-do-you-want-to-see-in-your-super-metropolitan-centre/
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o Support the social policy initiatives and approach reflected in the broader Manukau Community and the opportunities the Manukau City Centre 
derives to support these policies. 

2.1.2 Auckland Hamilton Growth Corridor 

 Over the next 20+ years, the corridor that links Auckland and Hamilton will provide a strong opportunity to harness economic growth in the 
north of the Waikato and the south of Auckland regions. 

 As a continuation of Section 2.1.1, it is suggested that this growth corridor and the Provincial Towns located in this corridor are a critical 
element of Auckland’s growth strategy. This corridor should be strongly and formally recognised in the Auckland Plan. It provides the basis for a 
future “conurbation” encompassing South Auckland and North Waikato regions. 

 Auckland’s economic and population growth must have an interest in, and relationship with, the Waikato and its primary agriculture base as it is 
so essential to the New Zealand economy. Auckland needs to recognise the opportunity that Auckland’s proximity to the Waikato, as the engine 
room of New Zealand’s leading industry of international scale and quality (i.e., dairy, agriculture and biotechnology), will provide in the future. 
There is significant opportunity for Auckland in the economic involvement, support and servicing of this industry. 

 Auckland will benefit from this (as will the Waikato) in economic returns as much as in the opportunity that such a corridor presents to 
accommodate future growth in the South Auckland/Northern Waikato “super region”. 

 The significant existing investment in rail, road and broadband infrastructure between Auckland and Hamilton also offers significant opportunity 
for Provincial Centre development along this major transport corridor. Further investment in this corridor may yield large gains for Auckland and 
relieve pressures elsewhere within the system. The relative merits of leveraging this infrastructure against alternate transport and economic 
investment is at least worthy of consideration in the next 2-5 years. 

  There is a significant opportunity to provide both residential and business land and to accommodate a material number of businesses and 
residents over the next 20-30 years. 

 Pokeno and areas south of Bombay are considered to be attractive to the market and the southern growth corridor should consider carefully the 
impact and importance of such areas. 

  With the main New Zealand market and economy located in Auckland and to the south, vacant land supply south and the connections to 
primary transport, make the Auckland-Hamilton corridor a critical factor that warrants recognition and close consideration in the future. 

……… 

Source: My Unitary Plan submission 

  

https://www.scribd.com/document/207846633/Unitary-Plan-Submission-PDF-Mode
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Picture 44: Manukau Opportunities 1 of 2. Source: Panuku Development Auckland 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/manukau-opportunities-1-of-2.jpg
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In 2013 I took what then ACPL had done with the Primary Centre idea and from it created the Super Metropolitan Centre. The idea 
behind the Super Metropolitan Centre was to insert a new tier of Centre between the City Centre and the Metropolitan Centres. 
While Metro Centres had a sub-regional focus and catchment the Super Metro had a regional focus and catchment however, Super 
Metros were not of the same size and bulk as the main City Centre. As the submissions and hearings went on I had argued the 
point behind the concept of the Super Metropolitan Centre and why it was needed. In the end the main stumbling block would be 
the Auckland Plan itself. As Council never adopted what ACPL suggested with Primary Centres inserting the Super Metro was 
going to be an uphill task. This is because the Unitary Plan is subservient to the Auckland Plan and for the Super Metro to be 
inserted into the Unitary Plan it needs to be in the Auckland Plan first. 

Fast forward to 2017 and the Auckland Plan is under a whole-scale refresh process while limitations of the Unitary Plan have 
cropped up. 

  

Growth Accelerating in Southern Auckland 

As a product of the Unitary Plan more Greenfield growth via the Future Urban Zone was created than was originally envisaged. The 
Unitary Plan had capacity for 400,000 new homes with 160,000 to be in Greenfield zones. However, the then Independent 
Hearings Panel widened the net of the Greenfield catchment allowing for some 422,000 homes to be accommodated. 
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Picture 45: Unitary Plan New Dwellings 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/unitaryplannewdwellings750.jpg
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Recently (and open for submissions until April 24) the Future Urban Land Supply Strategy was created (and currently being 
updated) to handle the release of Future Urban Zone land into live urban zones allowing urban development. Before I go on I would 
quickly like to remind people that the Southern Auckland Future Urban Zone capacity is 55,000 homes and 35,000 jobs while 
Transform Manukau has capacity for 20,000 new residents and equally as many new jobs in both commerce and industry). Now 
somewhere with all this Future Urban Land Supply Strategy happenings the floodgates opened in the South with a lot more Future 
Urban Zone land to be flipped to urban zone than originally proposed. This is not a bad thing as the South is in the best position to 
take growth compared to the North West (lack of busway) and the North (lack of Light Rail). However, it does mean having the eye 
on the ball in facilitating the growth. 

With recent announcements of land acquisition to establish a new Town or Metropolitan Centre in Drury (Kiwi’s Announcement 
With Drury Starts Ball Rolling on New Town/Metro Centre) and developments like Auranga also triggering the demand for a new 
Town or Metropolitan Centre (Auckland to Receive its 11th Metropolitan Centre? Is the Super Metro Back?) it might be time to 
seriously consider what we want under of a refreshed Auckland Plan. 

  

For context of the growth pressures facing the South here is my presentation to Auckland Council’s Planning Committee: 

 

Presentation slides and reaction can be seen here: The Auckland Donut: A Presentation to the Council Planning Committee. 

  

  

http://shapeauckland.co.nz/consultations/future-urban-land-supply-strategy-refresh/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/10/kiwis-announcement-with-drury-starts-ball-rolling-on-new-townmetro-centre/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/10/kiwis-announcement-with-drury-starts-ball-rolling-on-new-townmetro-centre/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
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From: Auckland: The Donut City 

It was more a reference to where new developments are going:  

 

Picture 46: ATAP pop vs jobs Source: Auckland Transport Alignment Project 

 Note where majority of the new residents are forecast to be and where the majority of new employment will be both from the City 
Centre. 

There is a major disconnect between new residents and new employment centres which means commuting and often commuting 
long distances to and from the City Centre. That major disconnect means the need for expensive infrastructure expansions 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/06/auckland-the-donut-city/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/atap-pop-vs-jobs.jpg
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(motorway or transit) to handle the increase commuting load, something I have made mention (and will present on tomorrow) 
here: UPDATED: Planning Committee March 7 Agenda + Presentation to Committee on Auckland’s Boom. 

 Where am I going with this? 

A planning brought it up yesterday that the majority of new residential developments is happening out on the fringe. The fringe 
being: 

 Albany 

 Westgate/Hobsonville 

 Manukau 

 Flat Bush 

 Takanini 

 Drury 

 Pukekohe 

Meanwhile there is very little new residential developments (of scale) on the Auckland Isthmus. 

In employment we are seeing major growth in the City Centre and the City Centre fringe with little growth (at the moment) outside 
the fringe apart from the Airport complex. 

Result? 

Auckland is developing like a donut with a jam splodge in the middle (and a bit to the side). 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/03/planning-committee-march-7-agenda-presentation-to-committee-on-aucklands-boom/
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Key: 

 Grey circle that radiates out from the City Centre is the current 
higher density residential developments away from the 
Isthmus. They all fall with the 15-20km from City Centre 
indicator 

 Blue circle that radiates out from Manukau City Centre is the 
30 minute boundary by one of the following: 

o Car (off-peak) 

o Transit 

o Proposed transit 

 It is near equal distance between the City Centre and either 
the Airport (via heavy rail) or Manukau City Centre, or 
Manukau City Centre and Paerata (home of the largest 
Special Housing Area – Wesley College) 

 

 

The Auckland Development Donut does bulge to the south until the Silverdale sites begin their developments sometime in the 
future. As for the industrial complexes at Drury, Takanini and Wiri while there is high industry demand most of that is being 
absorbed in East Tamaki or the Airport currently. However, within the next decade and especially as Onehunga decamps its 
industry those three industrial complexes will begin taking up the slack.  

In any case we have a perverse situation of residential developments occurring on the fringe with employment growth happening in 
the core of Auckland. As I said earlier that creates commuting pressures especially for those living in the South working on the 
Isthmus all trying to get through the Otahuhu-Mt Wellington bottleneck. However, with the South growing quickly in terms of 
residents (and will be growing even faster as housing supply comes through and prices level off) not only is at a question of where 

Picture 47: The Auckland Development Donut 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/auckland-development-donut.jpg
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to house the residents but also one of where will they work (200,000 New Residents. Where to House Them and Employment in 
South Auckland?). 

………. 

  

With the development bulge happening in the South what would be the most logical step or steps? 

The Re-Rise of the Super Metropolitan Centre 

I would allow Drury for starters to evolve into a new Metropolitan Centre as I outlined in: Auckland to Receive its 11th Metropolitan 
Centre? Is the Super Metro Back?. That does mean an 11th Metropolitan Centre would nominally be added however, the Auckland 
Plan would still have ten. So which Metropolitan Centre got taken out? 

Manukau City Centre would be removed and elevated into the new Super Metropolitan Centre tier in a refreshed Auckland Plan 
2.0.  

Why? 

From: Auckland to Receive its 11th Metropolitan Centre? Is the Super Metro Back? 

So would Auckland get an 11th Metropolitan Centre? 

Yes. 

Would it harm Manukau and Papakura? 

No 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/01/200000-new-residents-where-to-house-them-and-employment-in-south-auckland/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/01/200000-new-residents-where-to-house-them-and-employment-in-south-auckland/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/04/auckland-to-receive-its-11th-metropolitan-centre-is-the-super-metro-back/
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Why? 

Manukau Economics 

The simple answer is no, a new mall next to a new transport interchange at Drury would not 
harm Manukau City Centre and its mall. 

Why? 

Urban and economic Geographies between Drury and Manukau are different as are their 
respective catchments.  

The new mall at Drury would be set in a Town Centre environment while Manukau is set in a 
Metropolitan Centre environment. Town Centres (like Local Centres but bigger) are designed 
for a localised catchment where as a Metropolitan Centre is designed for a sub-regional (or in 
Manukau’s case regional and inter-regional) catchment. The size of the catchment will 
ultimately determine the agglomeration bonus effects – that is what and how much will cluster 
together in mutual benefit of one another inside a respective Centre. The City Centre 
obviously has the largest catchment thus the largest agglomeration bonus benefits in 
Auckland (hence the clustering of services and high density towers). Manukau City Centre 
would be next on the list with its catchment all of Southern Auckland and the northern 
Waikato. Consequently from this large catchment it too has large agglomeration bonus 
effects Drury would not be able to reach (being a Town Centre it does enjoy agglomeration 
benefits but at a small-scale). 

I would not expect to find Government department headquarters in Drury but would in 
Manukau is an example of catchments and agglomeration. Manukau through its catchment 
would attract more international offerings in terms of retail and hospitality hoping to cash in on 

the large agglomeration bonus Manukau provides where as Drury necessarily wouldn’t 
(would favour smaller and local based retailers). Simply put I would go to Manukau for very 

Picture 48: Some ideas from Otahuhu down to Pareata 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/015.jpg
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different reasons compared to going for Drury. Drury I would 
visit for the “local” shop and quiet catch up at a cafe or local 
green space. Manukau I would visit for the big retail scene, 
the wide hospitality scene especially at nights or the 
weekends, or the civic services clustered in the area. 

Manukau is undergoing urban regeneration via Transform 
Manukau with the Metropolitan Centre zone allowing 18 
storey residential or commercial towers. Ideally the Manukau 
Mall would double its size (by going up) to allow space for 
400 retailers, a diverse and ethnic food-court scene, plaza 
space for informal recreation and allowance for residential 
and office towers above the mall itself. At least then the core 
of Manukau would be able to service its growing sub region 
of Southern Auckland more effectively than now. But in the 
end Manukau and Drury serve very different purposes to 
each other.  

  

As for Papakura Metropolitan Centre? Apartments are slowly 
being built to give the place critical mass but a lot need to be 
done streetscape and retail offerings wise to bring Papakura 
up to its full potential. 

……. 

Source: https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/ 

  

https://voakl.net/2017/03/14/can-or-could-southern-auckland-house-another-mall/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/manukau-face-of-the-future-1.jpg
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Southern Auckland housing another Metropolitan Centre would give a signal to residents, businesses and investors the South is the 
place to be. Also remember we are trying to cut down long distance commutes from the South into the Isthmus to relieve pressure 
on the transport system. A new Metropolitan Centre allowing intense development over the next three decades would certainly act 
as a pressure relief value for the South and wider Auckland. 

That said Auckland could still house ten Metropolitan Centres – with Manukau being elevated to a Super Metropolitan Centre. Yep 
a year later the Super Metropolitan Centre concept seems to have been revived as developments continue to evolve in the South. If 
Auckland does receive a new Metropolitan Centre in Drury then elevating Manukau to Super Metropolitan Centre status (reflecting 
its true regional catchment) would be prudent. 
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Picture 49: Unitary Plan centre relief systems 

…… 

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/unitary-plan-centre-relief-values.jpg
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Manukau Super Metropolitan Centre would act as both a relief value to the City Centre while also acting at the vibrant heart to 
Southern Auckland (as outlined in: #ourmanukau Key Move 2: Creating a Vibrant Heart. Part 22 of the #TransformManukau 
Series). 

As part of that vibrant heart Panuku Development Auckland recognised with Manukau: 

 

Picture 50: Step 4 and 5 of Manukau Framework Plan. Source: Panuku Development Auckland 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/29/ourmanukau-key-move-2-creating-a-vibrant-heart-part-22-of-the-transformmanukau-series/
https://voakl.net/2017/03/29/ourmanukau-key-move-2-creating-a-vibrant-heart-part-22-of-the-transformmanukau-series/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/step-4-and-5-of-manukau-framework-plan.jpg
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 Manukau’s strategic geographic location to the upper North Island gives Manukau regional and even inter-regional clout something 
the standard Metropolitan Centres lack. I had mentioned this regional and inter-regional clout during the time of the Unitary Plan 
Hearings however, we were shoe boxed in by how Manukau was seen under the Auckland Plan 1.0. Panuku as I see it with step 
five have re-illustrated Manukau’s regional and inter-regional role given Manukau’s prime geographic location. With this in mind it is 
not fair to have Manukau as a standard Metropolitan Centre given Metro’s have a sub-regional catchment while Manukau has a 
regional and even inter-regional catchment.  

As a result elevating Manukau to Super Metropolitan Centre status given its geographic importance would fit the ideas behind The 
Donut City concepts I have previously outlined. 
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Picture 51: Goal 2.8 of Manukau Framework Plan Source: Panuku Development Auckland 

  

  

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/goal-2-p8.jpg
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The Super Metropolitan Centre 

This is what I had originally envisaged as the concepts of the Super Metropolitan Centre during the Unitary Plan processes of 2013-
2016: 

How the Super Metropolitan Centre Zone Fits in D.3 Business Zones of the Unitary Plan 

The following to be inserted into the Unitary Plan to incorporate the Super Metropolitan Centre business zone: 

D.3.3 Super Metropolitan Centre zone 

Zone Description 

The Super Metropolitan Centre is the second highest in the centres hierarchy after the City Centre zone. While the City Centre 
zone recognises the pivotal role in Auckland’s present and future successes, the Super Metropolitan Centre can also play such a 
future pivotal role. 

More intensive than a Metropolitan Centre in development and catchment but less so than the City Centre Zone, the Super 
Metropolitan Centre will act as smaller scale complementary regional hub and international centre in: business, learning, 
innovation, industry, entertainment, retail and hospitality, culture and urban living. 

To improve the vibe of the Super Metropolitan Centre environment the zone permits a wide range of activities to establish in most 
parts of the SMC. The zone also manages activities that have the potential to adversely affect the amenity of the Super 
Metropolitan Centre. The Unitary Plan enables the second greatest level of development in terms of height and floor area to occur 
in the Super Metropolitan Centre (behind the City Centre zone). Within the Super Metropolitan Centre (Manukau and Albany) itself, 
development potential is concentrated in the core central business district. Development potential reduces towards the respective 
ridgelines (e.g. Redoubt Hill) and transitions to lower heights towards its surrounding flanks (e.g. bordering Papatoetoe, 
Manurewa/Browns Road, Wiri and Auckland International Airport. 
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The Super Metropolitan Centre zone manages the scale of development in order to protect important sunlight admission to parks 
and public spaces, and significant views to the volcanic cones and other landmarks. The significant height and scale of buildings in 
SMC increases their visibility from many places, affecting the quality of both public and private views at local and citywide scales. In 
addition to managing the scale of development, the zone manages the quality of building design to ensure new buildings 
successfully integrate with the SMC’s existing built form and public realm to create an attractive and recognisable skyline. 

The Super Metropolitan Centre makes an important contribution to our sense of identity whether it is international, 
national, regional or sub-regional in sense identity construction. 

A Super Metropolitan Centre does have comparisons also with the lower order Metropolitan Centres in acting as hubs for a wide 
range of activities including commercial, leisure, high density residential, cultural, community and civic services – but also including 
tourism activities. Super Metropolitan Centres development and activities are more intense level than an existing Metropolitan 
Centre but not as intense as a City Centre Zone as mentioned above. 

In further reinforcement to the urban-scape of the Super Metropolitan Centre while still recognising its higher order hierarchy, the 
SMC again must have some street frontages within the zone are subject to a Key Retail Frontage or General Commercial Frontage 
overlay. Key retail streets are the focal point of pedestrian activity within the centre. General commercial streets play a supporting 
role. Development fronting these streets is expected to reinforce this function. Rules for the overlay are incorporated in the zone 
rules. New development within the zone requires resource consent in order to ensure that it is designed to a high standard which 
enhances the quality of the centre’s public realm. This recognises that the Super Metropolitan Centre is a blend of the higher order 
City Centre zone owing to sense of identity and greater intensity of development, production and catchment; as well as the lower 
order Metropolitan Centre zone in the fact an SMC still will act as the “sub regional” (as well as wider regional) “place” as well. 

In saying that a Super Metropolitan Centre is viewed as a complementary City Centre area in-lieu of the existing City Centre Zone 
by some as part of their sense of identity attached to the SMC. 
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Objectives 

1. To serve as complementary to the main City Centre Zone in servicing core parts of the region (Manukau serving Southern Auckland and 
arguably the northern Waikato, and Albany in time serving the North Shore, Rodney and Northland), as well as reflecting the linear Geography 
from Auckland.[1]* 

2. The Super Metropolitan Centre is an attractive place to live, work and visit with a 24-hour vibrant and vital business, entertainment and retail 
areas. 

3. Development in the Super Metropolitan Centres is managed to accommodate growth and the second greatest level intensity of development in 
Auckland (the City Centre Zone being the first) and New Zealand while respecting its surrounding physical geography features such as hills, 
volcanoes, streams, lakes and harbours 

4. A hub of an integrated regional (and inter-regional)*[2] transport system is located within the Super Metropolitan Centre and the Super 
Metropolitan Centre is accessible by a range of transport modes. 

5. Key retail streets are the focal point of pedestrian activity, with identified general commercial streets supporting this role. Malls continue to act 
as centre anchor points but are retrofitted to incorporate functionality with the surrounding Super Metropolitan Centre rather than operating in 
their isolation away from the wider surroundings of the Super Metropolitan Centre as they are now 

6. For Manukau Super Metropolitan Centre: Support for the social policy initiatives and approach reflected in the broader Manukau Community 
and the opportunities the Manukau City Centre derives to support these policies 

  

  

https://voakl.net/2017/04/18/growth-pressures-in-southern-auckland-isshould-the-super-metropolitan-centre-to-make-a-comeback/#_ftn1
https://voakl.net/2017/04/18/growth-pressures-in-southern-auckland-isshould-the-super-metropolitan-centre-to-make-a-comeback/#_ftn2
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Policies 

Land use and development activities 

1. Provide for a wide range and diverse mix of activities that enhance the vitality, vibrancy and amenity of the city centre including: 

2. commercial and residential activities 

3. arts, entertainment, events, civic and community functions 

4. high-quality visitor experiences, visitor accommodation and associated services 

5. learning, teaching and research activities, with a particular concentration in the learning precinct. 

6. Enable a significant and diverse residential population to establish within a range of living environments and housing sizes. 

7. Enable the significant concentration of office activity in Auckland (behind the City Centre Zone) to locate in the Super Metropolitan Centre by 
providing an environment attractive to office workers. 

8. Provide for a wide range of retail activities throughout the Super Metropolitan Centre while maintaining and enhancing the vitality, vibrancy and 
amenity of core retail areas within the Super Metropolitan Centre and centres outside of the Super Metropolitan Centre. In particular: 

9. enable small-scale, niche retail to occur throughout the Super Metropolitan Centre 

10. Encourage supermarkets and department stores within metropolitan centres by recognising: 

11. the positive contribution these activities make to centre viability and function, and 

12. Designs that positively contribute to the streetscape and character of their surroundings, having regard to the functional requirements of these 
activities. 

13. avoid large department stores and integrated retail developments locating outside the core retail area where they would adversely affect the 
amenity, vitality and viability of core retail areas within the Super Metropolitan City Centre and/or centres outside of the Super Metropolitan 
Centre. 

14. Support the development of public transport, pedestrian and cycle networks and the ability to change transport modes. 

15. Identify and encourage specific outcomes in areas of the Super Metropolitan Centre that relate to: 

16. distinctive built character; and/or 

17. concentration of particular activities; and/or 

18. activities that have specific functional requirements; and/or 

19. significant transformational development opportunities. 
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20. Use framework plans to encourage comprehensive and integrated development of key development sites or precincts in the Super Metropolitan 
centre. 

21. Recognise the reverse sensitivity effects of the airport flight path can complicate (but not inhibit entirely) residential developments within the 
Manukau Super Metropolitan Centre. 

  

Super Metropolitan Centre form 

1. Enable the tallest buildings and the greatest density of development to occur in the core Super Metropolitan Centre district (subject to overlays 
such as the flight path). 

2. Manage adverse effects associated with building height by: 

3. requiring building height and development densities to transition down to neighbourhoods adjoining the Super Metropolitan Centre 

4. protecting sunlight to identified public open spaces and view shafts 

5. requiring the height and form of new buildings to respect the surrounding physical geography form of the Super Metropolitan Centre and the 
existing established or proposed character of precincts 

6. managing the scale and form of buildings to avoid adverse dominance and/or amenity effects on streets and public open space. 

7. Maximise light and outlook around buildings. 

8. Encourage public amenities to be provided within developments where possible, including publicly accessible open space, works of art and 
through-site links. 

  

Public realm 

1. Require building and development of the highest quality that contributes to the city centre’s role as an international centre for business, 
learning, innovation, entertainment, culture and urban living. 

2. Require building frontages along identified public open spaces and streets to be designed in a way that provides a sense of intimacy, character 
and enclosure at street level. 

3. Enable high quality and interconnected public open spaces that are accessible and provide spaces for recreational opportunities, facilities and 
events. 
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Other 

1. Recognise the importance of particular streets identified on the Key Retail and General Commercial Frontage overlay as primary places for 
public interaction: 

2. by requiring buildings with frontages to these streets to: 

3. provide greater ground floor heights to maximise building adaptability to a range of uses 

4. avoid blank walls 

iii. provide easily accessible pedestrian entrances. 

1. and in addition, require building frontages subject to the Key Retail Frontage overlay to: 

2. maximise glazing 

3. erect frontages of sufficient height to frame the street 

iii. provide weather protection to pedestrians 

1. avoid new vehicle crossings. 

2. In the terms of the Manukau Super Metropolitan Centre: Recognise and facilitate the fact that the Manukau Super Metropolitan Centre is the 
“commercial” hub supporting the southern Auckland industrial complex in: Wiri, Takanini, Drury South, Glenbrook, East Tamaki, as well as the 
rural sector of Southern Auckland and northern Waikato  

[1] See Golden Triangle Note on page: 43 

[2] See Golden Triangle Note on page: 43 

…… 

Source: My Unitary Plan submission 

https://voakl.net/2017/04/18/growth-pressures-in-southern-auckland-isshould-the-super-metropolitan-centre-to-make-a-comeback/#_ftnref1
https://voakl.net/2017/04/18/growth-pressures-in-southern-auckland-isshould-the-super-metropolitan-centre-to-make-a-comeback/#_ftnref2
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 The leg work for the Super Metropolitan Centre tier is all there ready to be inserted into a refreshed Auckland Plan 2.0. Given 
current development trends and pressures specifically in Southern Auckland, and the geographic prominence of Manukau as 
Panuku outlined I do not believe Manukau’s place as a Metropolitan Centre is well suited. Not when Metro Centres focus on smaller 
sub-regional catchments within Auckland while Manukau’s focus is indeed regional and even inter-regional. Because of the regional 
and inter-regional nature of Manukau having it elevated into full Super Metropolitan Centre status would be fit the Urban Geography 
trends  both with Manukau itself and developments in Southern Auckland. 

  

The ultimate question is will Auckland Council recognise this urban geography trend with Manukau and Southern 
Auckland and finally bring the Super Metropolitan Centre into existence?  

  

 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/urban-geography.jpg
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Industry: It Doesnt Cut Ribbons But It is Crucial to 
the Economy 

Written by Ben Ross - Talking Auckland 

Land shortage could force release of more land 

  

When vacant land for industrial development is as low as it is in Auckland (2.1%) you could surmise two things: 

1. Auckland economy is in good shape 

2. We need more land 

  

Industry and the big five industrial complexes of Auckland are not usually the ones to generate news stories about ribbon cutting 
ceremonies and flash new building proposals unlike their residential, commercial and civic counterparts. However, the big five 
complexes do generate a large proportion of economic activity with over 100,000 people employed in those complexes. 

  

  

https://voakl.net/2017/04/19/industry-it-doesnt-cut-ribbons-but-it-is-crucial-to-the-economy/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/19/industry-it-doesnt-cut-ribbons-but-it-is-crucial-to-the-economy/
https://voakl.net/author/voakladmin01/
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From Greater Auckland: 

Development Update: April 2017 

John Polkinghorne | April 18, 2017 | 

Industrial is important 

In more than two years of Development Update posts, I’ve hardly ever mentioned 
industrial development. It’s hard to show in a map like the RCG Development Tracker, so 
I don’t cover it there. 

But even in a modern economy like Auckland, with a strong services base, industrial 
properties are important. Warehouses, factories and other industrial buildings are where 
a big slice of the economy happens, and where 100,000+ Aucklanders work. 

Looking at aerial photos of Auckland, the industrial areas are pretty easy to spot. They’ve 
got a characteristic grey colour. The big ones are: 

 Onehunga/ Penrose/ Mt Wellington 

 Airport Oaks, on the way to the airport 

 Wiri/ Manukau 

 East Tamaki 

….. 

Most of the major industrial areas have had expensive road upgrades, or are in line for 
them. But the “third main”, a third railway line running to the port and potentially 
connecting many of the areas above, has had to wait. In a small sign of progress, the Auckland Transport Alignment Project 
(ATAP) at least lists the third main as a project which could be completed in the next decade. 

Picture 52: Source: Google Earth via Greater Auckland 

https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/our-analysis/rcg-development-tracker/
https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2016/11/28/atap-asaps-third-main/
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The current scene 

But I digress. This post is about development, so where is new industrial happening? 

Not only are the ‘big four’ above the largest industrial areas today, they’re also getting the lion’s share of industrial growth (based 
on recent building consents). 

Highbrook, in East Tamaki, is a whopper. It’s probably the largest and most valuable business park in New Zealand, worth more 
than $1 billion and with more than 380,000 square metres (sqm) of floor space. Eventually, that will reach 530,000 sqm. 
Highbrook’s not a typical industrial setting – it has a mix of industry, offices and even retail and accommodation. Some of those 
uses are shown in the Development Tracker. 

The airport is another big growth zone. Most of the new buildings you’ll see going up on the way to the airport are on land owned by 
Auckland Airport itself. It owns huge areas of land north of the passenger airport, but it’s only in the last few years that it’s stepped 
up development there. 

New buildings are also going up around Wiri/ Manukau, one of the recent examples being Z Energy’s biodiesel plant. This opened 
last year, converting waste tallow into low-emissions fuel. 

Onehunga/ Penrose/ Mt Wellington is pretty much all developed, but there’s still growth happening as existing buildings expand or 
get replaced with newer ones. 

Oh, and one more thing: industrial buildings are currently in short supply in Auckland, just like most other kinds of buildings 
really. Colliers, one of the big real estate companies, reckons that just 2.1% of industrial floor space in Auckland is vacant, “the 
lowest on record since our survey began over 20 years ago”. Eep. 

 

 

https://nzx.com/files/attachments/255140.pdf
https://nzx.com/files/attachments/255140.pdf
https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2014/04/07/z-energy-to-build-a-biodiesel-plant-hopefully/
http://www.colliers.co.nz/find%20research/monthly%20reports/new%20zealand%20research%20report%20april%202017/
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The future 

The Unitary Plan makes a lot more industrial land available – e.g. in Drury South, undeveloped land east of the airport, Silverdale 
and Westgate – but it’ll be years before these areas become major employers. Growth tends to want to go more centrally, and 
industrial has long timeframes anyway. Highbrook was zoned in 2001, and it might be fully developed around 2021. 

…… 

Source: https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2017/04/18/development-update-april-2017/ 

To give an idea in nominal terms of economic generation from industry this figure from the Panuku Development Auckland – 
Transform Manukau High Level Plan gives an indication: 

https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2017/04/18/development-update-april-2017/
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Picture 53: Economic Activity in Manukau 

Note: The figure will contain some commercial activity but the bulk of the economic generation will come from the industrial 
complexes like Wiri 

https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/scan0028.jpg
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With industry still going strong and continuing to expand especially in the South it is crucial that enough land is supplied ahead of 
time to cater for industrial demand. While Wiri still has land available it wont be long until that supply is exhausted and a new 
complex will need to be ready. Drury South is has been zoned Heavy Industry and becomes the fifth complex ready to take the load 
within the next few years. 

That said is our transport system ready for the continued development or Wiri and the new developments out in Drury? 

The answer to that is both a yes and no. 

While Wiri has the Port of Auckland Inland Port facility to allow truck-rail-truck transfers the Drury South complex does not. Also we 
do not have the Third Main online yet so capacity for extra freight trains (and passenger trains) is limited on the Southern Line until 
that Third Main from Papakura to Otahuhu is built  ($58m + $144m). However, even with the Third Main the Drury South complex 
will lack a facility to allow inter-modal transfers that Wiri and Southdown contain. Given Drury’s geographic location sitting on the 
southern urban fringe and access to both rail and motorway for freight heading in and out of Auckland building a new inter-modal 
port within the next five years at Drury would be a very prudent idea. 

We know rail is the most efficient land transport mode for moving goods over longer distances while the Southern Motorway will 
face congestion from Drury going north as the South continues to develop (a 50 wagon train is around 100 trucks off the 
motorway). So we better get planning for a new inter-modal facility sooner rather than later. 
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Picture 54: The Wiri Industrial Complex 

The Future Urban Land Supply Strategy 

We know Auckland Council is looking at rejigging the Future Urban Land Supply Strategy that will determine which Future Urban 
Zone land is flipped to a live urban zone (see: Have Your Say on the Release of Greenfield Land for Development. UPDATED). 
Given the pressures in the South at the moment (Growth Pressures in Southern Auckland: Is/Should the Super Metropolitan Centre 
to Make a Comeback?) I am inclined to open up the Southern Future Urban Zone land at a quicker pace than I would in the North 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/29/have-your-say-on-the-release-of-greenfield-land-for-development/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/18/growth-pressures-in-southern-auckland-isshould-the-super-metropolitan-centre-to-make-a-comeback/
https://voakl.net/2017/04/18/growth-pressures-in-southern-auckland-isshould-the-super-metropolitan-centre-to-make-a-comeback/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/wiri.jpg
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and North West. My reasons can be seen/heard here: The Auckland Donut: A Presentation to the Council Planning Committee. 
Yes that does include bringing the land at Puhinui and Takanini online faster than originally envisaged especially for light industrial 
use (the land is not good for residential).  

Industry does take a while to get going and a complex to reach full power as John mentioned over at Greater Auckland. But 
confidence needs to be given to the industrial sector that land will always be available near good transport routes to give both 
economic and job security now and into the future. 

  

 

Picture 55: Potential area for the Drury Industrial Complex 

https://voakl.net/2017/03/08/the-auckland-donut-a-presentation-to-the-council-planning-committee/
https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/drury-industrial-complex.png
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